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Burlap, Bag His Only Garment
!
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Now "Most Desperate

Personal Mentionl

t)amc "'Rumor" passed th word
around Saturday that Coi F. 0,
White and Mrs, Kate Dunbar
were married at Las Vegas last
Friday.
Subsequent events and
seem to confirm
the report. We are among their
many friends who hoje it, s true
and think it the most sensible
thing we ver knew either cf
them to
s,
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any one,
sneuks
with
authority when he tells of human suffering, says In n formal
.statement :
"In my opinion, the situation
.n the Near East' Is the most
Jesperate In the world."
n letter
Air. Ilnovcr has
to Cleveland II. Dode, treasurer
I Madison
ji Near Kast
avenue, isew York, lu which lie

If
Herbert Hoover.
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says :
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"In accepting your Invitation
to become a member of the Executive Committee of the Near
East committee, I do so with
reluctance, but out of a sense of
duty towards one of the most
difficult situations in Europe.
Until some political settlement
can be obtained for the Near
East and some government established in responsibility for
the care and .epatriation of the
Armenian population in the Caucasus, this mass of people must
Uve sheerly by the charity of the
United States. There are In the
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ASEO ON ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN AT ERIVAN,
MENIA, BY R. M. 8. LITTLEFIELD.

1,800,-00- 0

Armenians, of whom 800,000
are entirely destitute refugees
from Turkey and amongst them
a tremendous ina&s of children.
"I cannot too strongly urge
upon the members of the committee and their supporters the
critical necessity of concentrating every possible effort to support Colonel Haskell's administration In the amounts that he
requires ; otherwise we shall
witness one of the greatest trag-

one-four- th

iome-thingifaett-

and

menian

.:

In Armenia

refuSyrian
gees and who.

B 1919, Underwood
& Underwood.

AR-

n Hon1y one of 200,000 ihelplesg child victims of Turkish cruelty awl
oppression In Western Asia. Clad Just as ho stands In the picture this forlorn
little iellow, with hunger-strlckicheeks, hopeless mouth and frail, starved
body, ws ffound wandering In .tlie streets of Igdlr, Armenia, by Dr. MUtou
S. Llttlflfidld of the Near East SttelW. He was taken to a Near East Rellf
edies of the entire war."
níy artlily possession was the
orji!mittf,wher It was found Üíat
Ríe
garment hirhlch he stood a worn, Hatched blanket made from a burlap sack.
"I saw
ragged little ft'llw on one of the busiest business streets of
Erivan, not:far from the orphanage," said Dr-- . Llttlefleld. "He was wandering
DEATH RATE DROPS
aimlessly
and no one was paying the slightest attention ;o him. I 4ñ
WHEN RELIEF ARRIVES
pose
;
just
not
iriitt the picture shows
the way he stood when I backed hita op
against a
wall."
The photograph is the basis f a striking poster now being distributed
Lives of thousands of Armenian
by Near jLat liellef.
children already have been saved by
the Near East Relief taking over the
Armenian orphanages, according to 'detailed reports, which have jnst reaohed
Scotlajrtr'i River System.
BANDITS ATTACK HARBORD,
the headquarters of that organization.
If there be one place north of the
THINKING HIM ARMENIAN These Institutions had been run by the
Tweed whew, ait a single glance, oae
Armenians since the beginning of tne
may view tiC .comprehend the chief
he and- members of his war to care for the children whose
Because
river system of Scotland, Stirling te party were mistaken for Armenians, parents had been murdered by the
that place. Fran this point one notes Maj. Gen. James O. Harbord, head of Turks, llecause of lack of food,
the main streams, the affluents, and the American Mission to Armenia, clothing and medicine, the death rate
the gntherlng of the waters, which narrowly escaped death ut the hands among the rhlldren In these Institumake the Clyde, ihe Forth und the of a band of marauding bandits n few tions averaged as high as twenty or
Tay. He cn ttwa realize how great Utiles from Mount
Ararat MaJr thirty a day In some cases.
When Armenian funds became Inand Important In 'the political am
General Harbord has Just returned
economic history of Scotland has beei
t tbe United States and made, a re- adequate the Near East Relief teok
central valley, whlcl port to President Wilson on the dis- charge of the orphanage. Since that
tlmt grent
stretches from the üíoith sea to th
tressing conditions la the Ne.-.- East, time the death rate has been greatly
waters of the Atlanta: Ocean.--W- Il
where American charity Is savins reduced. Given good food and care
Ham Elliot Grlffis, in "Iionnle
thousnnds of lives through the N"' the children are quickly returning to
normal jd'slcuLimdjner'n condition.
East Relief,
m
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Famous Women Adopt Armenian Waifs
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MRS. OLIVER HARRIMAN
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There is a good chance at this ofEarl Baum made himself a present
s
to learn the of the
fice for some bviirit
for a year last week.
printer's trade. Ve need a dependait in his housekeeping.
enough to read
ble boy with
and spell fairly. We are not paying
Our principal news item fir list
the highest wairer in addition to teach- week had to be suDpresved fin- hu:k
ing you the businosi ut will pay all of certitude as to its actual occur
you can earn. Don't apply if you art ence. Wre are still waiting confirn- -

800,000 peopli
western Asia!
for more thai
tiro homelesi
there former 'resident WHIIniu How
rd Tuft, Henry Morsenlhau, former
ambassador to Turkey, and Alnxundel
J. Hemphill, the New York hanker, nt
members of the Executive Committee
of Near East Relief the former American Comriiltlee on Armenian nriif
Syrian Relief, have Issued a Christmas appeal for continued support oi
this organization and Its work.
Near East Relief is now operating
nnder a government rlinrter and IS
practically alone In the western Asian
field, Ihe Red Cross several rnonthd
apo having announced Its withdrawal.
The Christmas letter, r classic of lti
kind. Is as follows:
"Dear Friend Another little child
has shriveled up and died.
"The mother, creeping bark, gaunt
and cold, from the desert, has pul
down the thin little bones with lhns
that strew the road and has sunk beside them, never to rise again.
"Only a little child and a mofhet
out on the bleak Armenian road I Bui
what Is that vision hovering there and
what Is that voice the cold winds beai
to the ears of our souls 'I was hungry
and ye gave me no meat; I was naked
and ye clothed me not'
"Today yes, today while we art
preparing our gifts for Christmas,
many more of these little children
not a hundred nor n thousand, but
250,000 of them are still wandering
oncared for and alone In that dead
land, 'their weazened skins clinging III
fear to their rattling bones, and they
are crying out with gasping brenlh, 'I
'
am hungry, I am hungry!' And the
voice of one who watches us as we
repp. re gifts to celebrate his birth-aS
comes again to the ears of our
souls 'I
hungry! 1 am hungry I! I
'""
flru iiur.r ry ! !'
"Now, (he children and ihe mothers
4
In Armenia are dreading the winter.
'Just human remnants they are, not
protected, many of them, from the ele
ments by even the dignity of ragaj
The most favored have merely shred-ded rags." How shall we sing our!
Christmas songs and laugh and light'
the candles and give beautiful glfta
while that pleading voice cries In the
ears of our souls, 'I am naked and cold!
naked and coldf
"But we can feed and clothe these
perishing ones some of them before
It Is too late. Herbert Hoover has ca'
bled from the Caucasus, 'It Is Impossible that the loss of 200,000 lives ran at
tills day be prevented, but the remaining 500,000 can possibly be saved.'
They need not starve and freeze and
die If we will save them. In the name
of him who saw the multitude 'ae
heep not having a shepherd and wsa
moved with compassion toward them,
who exclaimed
when his dlsclplea
would turn them away, 'They need not
depart, give ye them to eat!' openl
your heart and pm.se and give to
these Christians whom he loves, what
are suffering for him and with whom;
he Is suffering. They need not die,'
Give ye them to eat
"Fifteen dollars a month will pro-fid-e
food, clothes, shelter and eduoai
tlon toward self support for one orphan child.
"Ten dollars a month will provide
food, clothes and shelter for one ori
phan child.
"Five dollars a month will provide
food for one orphan child.
"He fed 8,000 hungry people In the
wilderness and said to his followers,
The things that I do shall ye do also.
and greater things than these shall
do.' Today nearly 800,000 destitute
Armenians
his people need food and!
clothing.
I
"He took little children In his arma
and blessed tbem. Today will you take
ne or more of these sad, cold, hungry
little children of Armenia into your
arms and heart In his name and give
r,
them food nnd warmth and life?
"What a Joyful Christmas It will be
when with your songs and your laugh-- 1
er yu hear a voice 'of wondrous
weetne&s speaking to you, 'O, ye
blessed of my Father, I was hungry;
and ye gave me meat, I was naked and
ye clothed me; Inasmuch as ye have
done It to these, my brethren, ye have
A
done it to me.'
t; '
s
"In his name.
"Faithfully yours,
-- iji
"WILLIAM H. TAFT.
"ALEXANDER J HEMPHILL,
i
"HENRY MORGENTHAU."
1
For Executive Committee, Near East

nve tlie liven of
and other
countries and to care
200.000 orphans who
Te
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IJeen 'hiiyhig some cold weather here
Or a feways but it is fine today, The
btys ai'e hoth working in the factory
jhere getting good wages. I just loaf
but I
stand that. I find 1 am
A. B Siusherkas set his Sale not cütcwi't
out for a loafer. I have al12
sell
date for Jan.'tfth He will
ways hoen busy at something. I may
horses, 55 Cattle and a lot of oth buy me a small dairy farm somewhere
in tin's part of Indiana or southern
er things.
Michigan. Land is high here. Farms
that sold here 12 years ago for $5J
.Will iGilstrap Manager of the ftoy an yre can't be bought for $150 kow,
if you could seo the wheat .field
Telephone Exchange, drove over but
here you would see something. All
.to Wagon 'Mound last week and
have a thick heavy growth. We
spent severed days on phone bus- mude an auto trip three weeks.' aire.
pfcll length of the state, from Lake
,
iness.
Michigan to the Ohio River, into Kentucky, so we had a chance 10 see the
We are edvised that we wre'to things; Best wheat and com I ever
grow, all over most of this state.
ibe local chairman of the"United saw
Corn good for 75 bushels par acre.
Americans" anew organization,
One thing the farmers
put in
to preserve "Representative Gov their crops here same as they do in
Mexico. They ;!ow Abeir ground
vernmont" Following thedisgusfc-.in- g New
good and deep. All fields are clean,
politrcal prostitution of the most all corn is planted in hills so it
speuial cession of the senate, 'itia is plowed both ways, ialany things
here than there. Meat is
apparent the system needsa,pre-;servativ- e are cheapercheaper.
Gat .a good roast
all fight but,personsJiy for 12c, bologna for ÜQc, same as you
pay about SO or 35 for. We pay. 2216
we feel like condemning for
per gallon for Red irown gasoline.
end trying to grow
We got a new Oaklanfl Six Touring
car to see ths country. We were to
see Guy when vie weieiSouth.
They
n8 ..you are oil crazy down there, but I think
This As Christmas week
wilLnot want to be boraered withneart-in- g theyhave 6om reason .to expect oil
much of a paper, for this reason there.
A well will be put down 4 mile of
we teEtting it out light .on mews
Guy lives. Now, Mr. Ogdén I
where
ifvw
up
make
to
will
try
later
and
it
have not already dona ao. .Theifiditor did not expect to give you all the riope
,ial .iamijy intend to celebrate .Christ- - when I started. I hcpe:oon to have
mas and if the paper and prating some kind of business. . Send me all
.husinesB suffers in consequence we do this month's papers, then "Keep 'em
not want to help it. We can't jtba&dge coming each week and don't yer forget it.
Yours truly,
.all .the time.
C EL ANDERSON,
- 913 Woodard St,, Xaporte,
Ind.
0. A. Million is slowly imprwins
from ibis recent stroke of paralysis
Isidro Montoya, now .ot Watrous,
hut is jStill helpless. Note ids ale
list, in this issue, and go and help Aim N. M., was in town Saturday transacting business.
out by buying his stock and outfit.
W.heatiiui still coming to town; by
J. M. Johnson calki JMonday and
hundreds of wagon loads, One man
.came in Slonday with six horses, two set his peg a year ahead just to l eep
out of the $2 class that starts next
wagons and 140 bushels at one trip.
year. He admits he'd havj the old
We are planning to start building rag even if it did cost "two bucks."
tour new office next week if the weather
Prof. R. S. Trumbull came in from
holds gooij.
El Paso Saturday anú me, with the
The ladies have been busy all week farmers of Roy at the Theater build
getting theRed Cross Hall decorated ing to discuss plans for rneir better
and the Christmas Treat ready for the ments. Prof. Trumbull has jnadi a
yungstera of Roy. The Municipal very thorough canvass of tiie mesa
cnt
Idea is feeing .carried out most effect Land finds there is about
more wheat planted this tall .than
... ,
J...
last year and it is generally in line
The visit of Grand Master Alex D. condition with plenty or molt tuve to
GoUenberg and his Deputy, Dr. Brown take jare of it all winter, hox in j.be
'A
of Tccjrmeari, to the Masonic Lodge soil and the outlook is a? couS
Saturday night, got a good attend- can hs.
ance. It was far from a pleasure ses
Prof. Graham is helin wl'.h ihe
sion as the G.. M. 'had a lot of serious
.vn-.- w
Phar
business t? present and it was taken Christmas trade at the
macy
He
during
is naver
vacation.
his
up systematically and put across be
fore the eats were allowed to be con happy unless he is orkiii:j.
sidered. The noted guests left Sun
Cravens Plumlee arrived home Sun
day on the train for other lodges they
day for bis Christmas vacation from
will visit.
e State University at Albuquerque.
Plans for Installation and a social
session of the lodge next Saturday
Preparations for the Christmas tree
night have been made and will be carried out in spite of the strenuous sea- and program at the several churches
at Roy are keeping everyone busy this
son.
week.
The celebrations promise to
Harry Evans has purchased the be the finest ever attempted in Roy.
school section lease adjoining his farm
John Whiting is husking corn for
from Roy Woods and will buy it from
the state and add it to his stock farm; Henry Farr. He is taking it easy and
That will make him an ideal farm- quitting when he gets 60 bushels crib
stead and he is very well satisfied bed in a day.
with i.
Mi.
Fern DePew came home Sat
B. D. Russell, of Route A U a new urday from her school near Las Vegas
and she and her mother left Monday
subscriber to the
for Oklahoma to visit with their otlier
We are pleased to add the name of sisters and daughters during the hoi
E. T. McDaniel, of Mosquero, to our idays.
long list of readers there.
for
Jim Sansbury orders the
Henry Garms, and C. C. Moore went a Christmas present to his brother,
to Mills Monday on business for the
E. Sansbury, at Caddo, Okla. Hu
new flour mill at Solano. They will sale last week was very satisfactory.
soon issue certificates of stock for the
George O. Cable and his daughter,
Mill to its promoters.
Mrs. L. E. Deubler and children, left
Threshing goes merrily on in the Saturday for San Bernardino, Calif.,
country north of town. Bob Grunig, where they will make an extended
with Virgil Anderson's machine is do. visit with relatives, maybe till spring.
They will read the
there as usual.
ing most of it.

Former President Taft Leads
Eloquent Plea for Support of

ecutive Committee of Near
V

XtlAS APPEAL1

FOR APiLIEIIIAIIS

Hoover, r w h o
nas now become a member of the Ex-

L Porte, Jnd., Dec. 15, 1919
My Dear Ogde-n:-I got a kick coming or going, so look
out! Why don't you send my paper
to me? I got me bundle of 4 or 5
papers about last of November, not
any saice, Why? 1 wish you would
get y name on your mailing straight
and keep 'ero coming. Don't you forget it.

III

Says Hoover.

in World,"

Letter From
C. E. Anderson

1Í ATE-"CASE-

PROLIIÍIEIIT LIE! 1

Near East Situation

mlllion'Sable6

miTX

mothers in these famous American women, Mrs Woodrow
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Reliet
estimated by persons who have
survey of Armenia that 120,000
made
children will die during the next year
unless they are given food and cure.
Near East Relief la the only organ!-eatlo- n
now operating In Western Aila
and It Is making an appeal to ffavw
these Christian children.

It Is

'

ADOPTED ARMENIAN WAIFs"
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Sir John Jackson, famous as a con
tractor for public works in various
parts of the world, Is dead In fondón,
He was born In 1851.
A partial street cut strike Is on at
Madrid. A number of cars are still
operating under tho protection of the
civil guards. The building strike con-

OF FRESH HEWS
IMPORTANT
LATEST
PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

THE

STORY OF THE WEEK
SHOWING

EVIHTS

THE

OP

PROGRESS

IN OUR OWN AND

FOREIGN LANDS.
Western Newepeper Union News Service.

WESTERN
"Designer," a yearling Poland China
boar, was purchused recently for $.0,
000 at Omaha. This, It. Is declared, I
a
price for a hog.
The Chicago National League base
ball club will leave Chicago for Vasa
dena, Calif., to begin Its spring train
ing season Feb. 28. This Is the earliest
date the team has left on Its spring
training in four years.
Fire destroyed fifty government
trucks, loaned to the Nebraska high'
way commission, when a building in
which they were stored at the state
fair grounds at Lincoln burned. The
total loss is estimated at $200,000.
Federal Judge Landls sentenced
.Samuel C. I'andolfo, organizer and
r
Company, St.
head of the
Cloud, Minn., convicted of using the
malls to defraud, to servo ten years In
a federal penitentiary and fined hhu
record-breakin-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

g

Pun-Moto-

$4,000.

dust worth approximately
$400,000, brought by dog trams over
the winter trail from the Kuskokwln
and Iditarod regions of Alaska, are at
Seward awaiting shipment to Seattle.
The gold was the product of "cleanups" In the districts since winter set
Cold

In.

tinues.
The note which the allies are drafting demanding the extradition of Jhe
from Holland, Is not lo be
presented until after the final ratification of the peace treaty.
, John Aleock, the noted British aviator who was the first pilot to complete a nonstop flight across the Atlantic, died of Injuries sustained when
he fell near Rouen, France.
Sadl Lecointe, the French aviator, In
an officially timed test, averaged 3)5
kilometers, 225 meters (about 189
miles, 247,4 yards), in an hour. At one
time he attained a speed of 304 kilometers nn hour.

Another overseas tour Is being
planned for the Prince of Wales. In
a speech he announced that the king
was sending him to Australia and New
Zealand and probably would sail next
March and be away six or seven
months.

Reports of a fresh wave of pogroms
the districts of the Ukraine occupied by General Denlkine's forces are
printed by the Lemberg newspaper
Wiscrowka, according to Lem
berg advices. The newspaper claims
that about 5,000 Jews were killed In
Ekaterinoslav alone.
August Mueller, former under secretary in the German food administra
tion, is arranging to visit the United
States, a Berlin dispatch to the fondón
Times reported. Mueller will attempt
to arrnl ge for Import and export of raw
materials and to ascertain the amount
of food available for Germany, the dispatch said.
The bubonic plague Is reported to
have attained grave proportions at fos
Rosas, Santa Fé province, where the
business houses have been ordered
hours owing to
closed for forty-eigh- t
Several
bad hygienic conditions.
The national
deaths have occurred.
department of hygiene has begun a
war on the rats infesting grain ware
In

Git-zett- a

249

LATE

MARKET

Ilea:.

Good hogs

I13.0013.50

Sheen. '
18.00
5.00
Lamba, fat, Rood to ch
Lamba, fat. fair to good... H.U0i(j 15.00
13.00' 14.50
l.anil), feeders
9.0010.00
Yearllnsa
.00
Kwea, fat, rood to choice.. 8.00 4
i.50
U.00
Feeder ewes
1

Dressed Poultry.
price on dreaaed
The follow-iare net K U. K Denver:
38
Turkeys, No. la
Turkey, old toma

Hen,

....20
25

lb

Ducks, youiiB
lieese
Itoosters
Turkeys,
Hens,

10

lb

26

...)2

l.lve 1'oultry.
lbs. or over

Ducklings
Goslings
llrollcra
Cocks

,

0

y

40
S

fl22
if)
ÍJ

27
27
14

ii

20
23
24
32
10
23

4)

KKKS.

Ekits. strictly fresh,
count

case

J21.00S23.0C

llutlrr.

70

Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
Creameries, 2d grade........
Process butter
42
Packing stock
Hatter Fnt.
Direct
Station
Apples, Colo.;
Pears, Colo.,

Fruit.
box. .

62
59
44
73
69

.$2.0O3.O(

crate.

Colo.,

Onions,

Potatoes,
Radishes,
Radishes,
Turnips,

9.00
6.50
.25
.17
.20
4.00
6.50
4.00
.17
2.00
3.50
1.25
2.00
6.50
3.75
.60
.40
3.50

8.50
6.00
.16

.16
3.00 ii
6.00
3.60

.150

1.00

2.75(0)

.75
1.00

cwt

S.00

3.100

new, Colo
round, h. h....
long. h. h
new, cwt

3.01

1.501

.

Vrwrtnblea.

Porker, famous muProf. Horatio
sician and composer and dean of music
at Yale University, died of pneumonia
at his daughter's home in Cedarhurst,
I I.
As a result of eating pancakes in
which Insect powder had been acci
dentally mixed, four aged Inmutes of
the Kalamazoo county poor farm In
are
Michigan are dead and thirty-fivSeriously 111 from the same cause.
The new Ohio Products Company
brought In the largest well In Wyom
ing In the last five years with the ex
ception of one Salt Creek well of 10,000
last year. The new well Is making
250 barrels an hour by actual measurement, making It a (1,000 barrel pro
ducer and Is located in the Lance Creek
field.
Loss to the United States on account
of the recent coal strike amounted to
approximately $120,000,000, while that
to Ohio was about $27,000,000, accord
Ing to N. D. McKinney secretary of
the Southern Ohio Coal Exchange. Ad
dltlonal loss to railroads from curtailed
service and to Industries forced to
shut down on account of the fuel situation could not be estimated aiul no al
lowance therefore Is made In the estímate," Mr. McKinney stated.
Liquor Interests estimate their losses
as a result of the enforcement of the
e
prohibition law at $400,000,
000, according to a statement at Chi
cago by Levy Mayer, chief counsel for
the distillers In the middle West.
Somewhere in Montana, Julius K.
Johnson, formerly of St Joseph, Mo.,
Is working on a railroad. In New York
an $80,000 legacy awaits him. When
an application was made to settle the
$420,000 estate of Alex Johnson, deceased, Importer and exporter, In surrogate court It was disclosed that Jul
ius Johnson, a grandson, could not be
When last heard of he was
found.
working as a railroad watchman in
Anaconda, Mont.
Segregation or disposal of commer
cial lines not directly allied with the
meat and provision business of the five
great packing companies as agreed up
on between them and the United Stntes
attorney general announced by the lat
ter, will Involve reorganization of a
huge Industry with assets of more than
The agreement was re$1,000,000,000.
garded by the packers as marking an
epoch In Industry In that for the first
time big business bows to public opln
Ion.
Several hundred automobile bodies
and more than twenty electric automobiles were destroyed In a fire which
destroyed the large east wing of the
Milburn Wagon Company's plant at
Toledo, Ohio, causing a loss estimated
at $900,000. The cause of tho fire has
not been determined.
The death house at Sing Sing prison
is crowded to capacity and it has become necessary to use an emergency
room. There are twenty-sevemen
awaiting execution. Six murderers are
due to be electrocuted in the week of

allowances for
Temporary war-tlni- e
naval officers, which were automatically discontinued on Oct. 1st, would
be continued until the peace treaty is
signed under a Joint resolution passed
by the House. The measure already
had passed the Senate.
Forest green has been made the official color of the American lied Cross
field uniforms In an order Issued by
Secretary Baker. The change was decided on a year ago but to utllIr.o the
large amount of light gray cloth on
hand the order was withheld.
The Indian appropriation bill, reported to the House was reduced by
the House committee from $17,471,000
asked by government officials to
which Is approximately $2,000,-00less than the amount for the current fiscal year.
The urgency deficiency bill providing $33,000,000 for miscellaneous subjects, Including $30,000,000 for Increased war risk Insurance allowances
have been passed In the United States
Senate..
Total cotton production In the
season
United States for the 1910-2will amount to 5,275,096,000 pounds, exclusive of llnters, which Is equivalent
to 11,030,000 bales of 500 pounds gross
weight, the department of agriculture
announced in its final estimate of tlds
year's crop.
Three and a half million pounds of
Susugar belonging to the Utah-Idahgar Company, seized Dec. 6 under libel
proceedings brought by the government, will be distributed In cities of
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and western Montana at once at a wholesale
price of 10MÍ cents seaboard basis.
Enactment by Congress of legislation to continue government control
over sugar during 1920 Is assured, Senator McNary, Republican of Oregon, In
charge of the control bill In the Senate, announced after a compromise had
been reached with opponents of the
measure limiting extension of the licensing powers to June 30, 1920.
An order has been Issued by the Italian censor that mall addressed to
Trieste, Austria, or Trieste, Jugoslavia, Is to be destroyed, according to
a cable from Trieste at the Department
of Commerce in Washington. The new
regulations require the address to read
"Trieste, Italy."
A contract whereby France may purchase $25,000,000 worth of machine
tools from the surplus stocks held by
the War Department In this country
has been executed between the French
government and the War Department
Jan.
has been announced In Washington.

32
18
21
22

pout-tr-
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Sprints

ship building drydock 950 feet
long, said to be the largest of its kind
In the world, was dedicated at the
Puget Sound navy yard, Bremerton,
Wash., when Mrs. Luther E. Gregory,
In the presence of army and navy officials and representatives from Puget
Sound cities, opened a valve that let
the water Into the dock for the first

e

.40
.36

3.000

C.nAlSf.

HAY AJiI

Grnla.

(Buying price (bulk) carloads, f. o. b
Oenver.l
12.85
3 yellow
2.8C
Corn, No. 3 mixed
.2. tío
flu ta r,ír curt..
2.76
Barley, per cwt
Timothy, No. 1, ton
Timothy, No. 2. ton
South Park, ton
Alfalfa, ton
Second Bottom No.

.'.Titfrft
2700

.'.

27.60
24.50

.

1.

ton

2C.O0

hides am rmrs.

Denver Prlee Llet.
Dry Flint Hide.
S
Butcher, 18 lbs. and up
Butcher, under 1 lbs
Kalian, all weights
Bulls and stags
Culls
Dry salt hldea 6c per lb. less.
Dry Flint Pelt.

pelts

Wool

.36
.35
.33
.18

.16
.30
.25
.15

$

Short wool pelts
Butcher shearings
Bucks, saddles and pieces of
pells
No. 2 and murrain Bhearings
Greca Suit eel Hides, Ele.
Cured hides, 25 lbs. and up,
I
No. 1
Cured hides, 25 lbs. and up,
No.

.13
.10
.20
,19
.15

2

Bulls, No. 1
Bulls. No. 2
Glues, hides and skins

Kip,
Kip,
Cnlf,
Calf,

No.
No.
No.
No.

1

2
1
2

Branded kip and calf. No. 1..
Branded kip and calf, No. 2. .

No.

1

No.

2

.14

.12
.30
.28
.45
.43
.20

Headless, 50c less.
Ponies and gluea

.18

8.00
7.00

f 9.00

3.00

04.00

tireea Salted Hsraenldes.
Oreen hides 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Part cured hides lc per lb. le than
cured.
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Weetern Newspaper Union Newe Service.

The Arizona section of tho American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers will meet at Ajo on the 5th
and 6th of January, 1020. At that meet
ing the Warren district will be well

represented.
The State Insurance Deportment of
Arizona Is now prepared to
with the bureau of war risk Insurance
In aiding former service men In retaining, reinstating or converting their war

Stm-kei--

Corn, No.

WASHINGTON

ARE

New Mexico
and Arizona

.

GENERAL

time.

RADICALS

MKT A I. MaHKETS.
Colorado lettlement. price:
Bar silver. 31.34.
Copper, pound, 18 19c.
Lead, 36.75.
Spelter, $8.27.
Tungsten, per unit, 17.60 0 12.00.

Chicago.

"Eggs

Chimara Prsdsee.
Butter Creamery,

Firsts,

7475c:

57

67c.

ordinary

firsts. 08 70c; at mark, cases jno'rded,
68&75C.
Springs,
Poultry
23Í4C
Alive
Fowls, 18 25c; turkeys, szc.
Cash Grain la Caieaaa.
Chicago. Corn No. 2 mixed, not
quoted; No. I mixed, $1.511.62; No. 2
vellow, not quoted; No. 3 yellow,

ti.iiuei.it,

Oats No. 2 white, 86 K 087c; No. 3
white. 84?87c.
RyeNo. 2. 11.74 B 1.75.
Barley
1.6J1. 67.
Timothy Heed 18.60(3)11. 60.
Clover Seed eii.OO 48.00.
Pork Nominal.
Lard 122.90 (& 23.00.
Ribs 118.15.
EASTERN 1.ITB STOCK.
At Calesa.
Chlcaro. Hogs Bulk, Í13.5O013.TS;
top. 114.00; neavy.
u.fO((ij.; medium, 1 1150 UH5; light, 112.601918.80;
light light, 13.0013.50: heavy packing sow, smooth, 812.76013.35; pack
n.ii!y.n.iu, pigs,
ing SOWS, rougll,
US MiilS 25.
Cattle Beef steers, medium and
18.003
heavy: Cholea and prime,
20.60; medium and good, 111.00 18.00 ;
Light
weight:
common, $8.60011.00.
Good and choice. $13.00020.00; common
and medium, 8.00P13.6. jjuicner cat- Welfera. 16.26 & 15. 00: cows. $6.000
II So runnei and cutters. $5.0006.00.
Feeder
$16.60017.60.
Veal calves,
steer, $7.0001126; atocker steers, $6.00
010.50.
Sheep Lambs, - tl 5.25 17.35 : cull
an A common. 611.60016.00: ewes, me
dlum, good and choice, $8.00010.25;
culls and common,$.5O07.7ü.
Approximately 8,000,000 autos hav
bean made Hi the United States during
the last twenty years, according to
statistics prepared by the National
dtifimhar of iioiimiaiv
!

Western Newepaper t'nlon News Serviré.

time Insurance.

The United
States army transport Huford ark ot
the soviet ha sailed with her cargo
of anarchists, communists and radicals banned from America for
The
against its government.
ship's destination was hidden In
sealed orders, hut the 249 passengers
It carried expect to he landed at some
far northern port giving access to so
viet Russia.
"Long live the revolution In America," was chanted defiantly by the
jnotley crowd on the decks of the steel
gray troopship as she churned her
way past the statue of Liberty. Now
and then they cursed In chorus at the
United Slates and the men who had
cut short their propaganda here.
Not until the liuford steamed out of
the Narrows between Forts Hamilton
and WadKworth did the din cease.
Over their heads, whipping In the
wind, the Stars and Stripes floated
from the masthead.
The autocrats of all the Russians on
ihe transport were Alexander llerk- niaii and Emma Goldman, his boon
companion for thirty years.
With
New

York,

Dec.

nuil eiiiGE in
IIBÍIÜ'S

From All Over

SEAS
BOUND FOR
DENVER MARKETS.
Cattle.
RUSSIA.
t no U 1 2.00
Ruf "I ...- - U "
5(H(ji 10.50
Kuna lo cnoice
Mtra,
iier
9.&0
00
He-- f
stoers, fair to good...
0(1$ 10.00
Helfeia, prime
75(u it.BO
J'.tua fat in. ...I tt fhnlf-AID A DEFIANT ADIEU
00
8.50
('owe. fair to good
50 if) 7.2K
('inters and feeder cowi. ..
5.7.r
50'iji
Cernina
011) 6.00
bulla
50 hi 13.0
Veal valve
I'Vedem, good to choice...
STARS AND STRIPES FLY FROM
00 Ú 9.50
recaerá, lair 10 rooo
.oo
25
Stockeri,
od to choice...
MASTHEAD AS BOAT
MB 8.00
fair tn itnod...:.
6.50
00
Stackers, plain . . . ,
SAILS.

pounds.

W.

OH TRANSPORT

Weeierl) Newspaper Union New Service.

Ileans, navy, cwt
Mean, pinto, cwt
Means, lima, lb
Ileans, green, II)........- I'eans, wax, lb.
Heels, new, cwt
Cabbage, new, Coin., cwt.
Carrots, new, cwt........
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, Colo
Cucumbers, 1). h.. do....
Leaf lettuce, li. h., doz..
Lettuce, head, dox

A

Southwest News

QUOTATIONS

Fanned by a heavy gale and with the
temperature close to zero, fire that
started In the baRement of a four-storbuilding occupied by the National Tail- houses.
ors In Cleveland, defied the efforts of
Alexandre Millerand, former minis'
the fire department for hours to con- ter of war and at present governor of
trol It. Damage was estimated at $250,-00- Alsace, according to reports, will suc
ceed Georges Cleuienceau as premier
The county agent announced in Chi- of France, says the Echo d Paris. It
cago that 4,230 Christmas baskets of is asserted that Millerand, in addition
food for the poor this year cost only 23 to being premier, will hold the port
cents a basket more than In 1018. The folio of minister of foreign affairs.
principal increases noted were raisins, Stephen Pinchot, at present foreign
which more than doubled, and pota- minister, Is considering retiring from
toes, which advanced $1.45 a hundred the cabinet because of his health.
y

REDS SAIL

2i!.

g

'

Resolutions passed by the state ex
ecutive committee of the American Legion at Phoenix, pledged the statewide
organization of a vigorous campaign
against the I. W. W. and all other un- Amertcau organizations.

That Arizona dates are the best In
the world Is the opinion of Ozora S.
Davis, president of the Chicago Theo
logical Seminary of Chicago, prominent
middle western churchman and a man
who has traveled extensively.
New Mexico had a balance of $1,- 805,11)7.:W
in its coffer at the end of
the fiscal year on Nov. 30, 1910, It has
been announced by State Treasurer C.
U. Strong. The balance at the end of
the last fiscal year was 1,377,800.28.
The Duncan Mining and Milling Com
pany, which Is developing a large gold
and sliver property In Grant county, Is
soon to be in the producing class. 1L E.
Spence, president of the company, re
cently returned from Nova Scotia, and
has gone to the camp where he will re
main until the mill is started the first

of the year.
Two years ago County Agent C. R.
them were 245 men and two women
encouraged farmers In Nava
Fillerup
Lipkin.
Dora
ami
Ethel Ilernsteln
and Apache counties, Ariz., to plant
Only a few liljjh officials of the War Jo
Marquis wheat for the main spring
and Labor Departments know the
crop. Two seasons have now demon
ship's destination.
superior as a dry
The voyage will last eighteen days strated that it is
higher
elevations
crop
the
at
farm
by
unfavorable
prolonged
unless it is
feet. The yield this year
weather. The presumption Is that the
was 21 to 35 bushels per acre.
Buford will land at Harve, Helsing-forare
which
Finland,
Alio
In
or
The state's hunter in New Mexico
connected by rail with
killed or trapped 155 predatory animals
on the Itussinn frontier. It was In In November, including 127 coyotes, 13
timntod in official quarters that ar- bobcats, 4 lions and one wolf, accord
rangements have been made with the Ing to the reports of hunters received
Finnish government to permit the by the State Council of Defense. Vol
passage of the Hussians through that soiling probably accounted for a great
country.
many more coyotes, as only those actu
The transfer from Kills Island to ally shot or trapped were listed.
the Buford of the agitators who have
J; E. Cass, state superintendent of
preached death and destruction was
public
Instruction of Arizona, has is
an event unique in the annals of this
directory containing
nation. Seized In raids in all parts of sued a teachers'
employed In
all
names
of
teachers
the
mobilized
country,
were
here
they
the
length
of serv
salaries,
state,
their
the
for deportation. An elaborate screen
of secrecy was thrown about the prep- ice and other facts pertaining to their
records. The directory contains nuin
arations for sending them away.
It was In the darkest hours of night erous tables showing comparisons as to
that an army tug drew up at the dock pupils, teachers and salaries in various
at the Immigration station to take years.
aboard the undesirables for the seven
The Mezarko Mining Company oper
mile journey down the bay to the ating the I.angston mines at Pinos Al
Buford.
tos, New Mexico, is now running full
Two dor.en soldiers, armed with
expects to greatly Increase
rifles, and as many Immigration in- time and
spectors carrying night sticks pa the force of men In the near future,
r
ore
trolled the shores of Ellis Island untif Regular shipments of
the tug arrived at 5:15 a. m. The are being made to the smelter at El
Beds were marched single file be Paso and a large tonnage Is on the
tween two lines of guards from the dump ready to be treated by the Calu
Immigration
barracks to the boat met and New Mexico mill.
landing, each carrying his or her bag
The New Mexico State Club Encamp
gage. A score of agents of the De nient will be held at the State Agricul
partment of Justice circulated among tural College from Jan. 12 to 17. The
the Russians.
winners of first prizes in the various
projects, namely : Maurine Wright,
club
Want Pay for Booze.
Louisville, Ky. Kentucky distillers Aphelia Hutchlns, Bee Bonhanna of
will file a suit In an effort to force Ranchvale, Henry and Marie McDan
the government to reimburse them for lelg, all of Texlco, Slater of Frio Draw
35,000,000 gallons of liquor, according Irene DeLozler and Eugene Gallagher
to William K. Bullitt, attorney for local of Pleasant Hill, will .meet the first
whisky Interests. Mr. Bullitt said the prize winners from all the other coun
ties and compete for state prizes.
suit may take place late in January.
One of the largest Individual land
ASSASSIN KILLS SIX.
sales ever made in New Mexico was
made recently when Sylvester Mlribal
Greeley, Colo. Adam Shank, a well
Valencia county purchased 170,000
of
county;
In
Weld
his
known farmer
of land from the McKlnley Land
acres
wife, Elizabeth, and four children are
Lumber Company, the purchase
dead, the outcome of a wholesale as and
being about half a million dol
sassination at their home on the Fred price
Inrs. Mr. Mirlbal Is one of the largest
Brecken ranch, fourteen miles south
growers In the state
east of here, near Twin Bridges. The cattle and sheep
Is
probably
now
the largest indi
and
dead are: Adam Shank, 87 years old,
owner, as his present hold
shot through the right breast; Eliza vidual land
200,000 acres.
beth Shank, his wife, 85 years old, shot ings will total over
through the left breast and the head
According to a report by County
Marguerite Shank, 7 years old, shot Agent M. R. Gonzales, over half a ml
Hirongh the forehead; Florence Shank, Hon pounds of beans, 95 per cent ot
G years old, shot through
the fore- them pintos, have been raised In San
head; George Wesley Shank, 1 year Miguel county, New Mexico, this year
old, shot through the forehead; Juan
are being sold for $5.75 per
ita Shank, 3 years old, shot through The beans
hundred, leaving the farmers a net
the head.
profit of $5 per 10O pounds. Land which
Is worth only $ 10 per acre has produced
Held for Murdering Children.
as much as 500 pounds per acre and
Coeur d'Alenes, Idaho. Mrs. Lucy
some of the land has made as high as
M. Mullenat, aged 34, wife of a farmer,
1,200 pounds per acre. The county Is
on
charge
the
of
has been arrested
shipping out corn for the first time
murdering her three infant children
this year In Its history and the big in
and of having murderously attacked crease In the corn and bean crop is
mother-in-laMary
M.
Mrs.
her
said to be due to the Increase In the
at Mica Buy, eleven miles west number
of farmers.
of Coeur d'Alene.
Casa Grande will soon have one of
the finest high schools In Arizona, and
Aak for Stronger Guard.
an
Institution that will rank higher
to
a
Efforts
obtain
El Paso. Texas.
any other high school In a com
than
stronger border patrol here for the
size,
purpose of preventing smuggling and munity anywhere near the same
$125,000, bonds to
The
cost
will
school
as
such
when
that
avoiding encounters
that amount having been voted for the
two men were killed during a pitched
purpose.
battle between officers and whisky
The first call for the annual meeting
by
United
made
States
runners, will be
of
the Arizona Good Roads Association
District Attorney Hugh It. Robertson
has been issued, the call being signed
Mr.
west
district.
Robert
Texas
of the
by President Dwlght B. Heard of the
son said he believed that a stronger
The meeting will be held
association.
patrol would reduce the number of vio In Tucson, at
the Chamber of Com
by
discouraging
at
law
of
lations
in that city, Jan. 10.
merce
tempt of whisky smugglers.
6,500-7,50-

0
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LIFE

Mrs. GodcEen Tells How II
May be Passed in Safety
and Comfort
Fremont

the critical

"I was passSnif throotrh
period of life, being forty- six years oi age ana
had all the symptoms incident to that
change heat flashes, nervousness, and
was in general ran
down condition, so
it was bard for tn
to do my work.

O.

LydiaRPtakharn'a

Vegetable Compound was recommended to me as the
best remedy for tny
troubles, which it
surely proved to be. I feet better and
stronger in every way since taking it,
and the annoying symptoms have disap-

peared. "Mrs. M. Godden, 825 lSa- poieon St., fTemont,unio.
Such annovlnc symptons as beat
flashes, nervousness, backache, head
ache, irritability and "the blues," may
be speedily overcome and the system
restored to normal conditions by this
famous root and nerb remedy Lyoia C.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
If anv complications present thm
selves write the Pinkham Medicine Co.,
Lynn, Mass., for suggestions how to
overcome them. The result of forty
years experience is at your service and
your letter held in strict confidence.
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Dyeing That Pays
The Model Cleaners and Dyers
1317 BROADWAY, DENVER, COLO.

y

u

We Fix Radiators
and Fix era

"RIGHT"
Honty-Com-

Installed

Con

b

in automobile, truck and.
tractor radiators.
PARAGON AUTO RADIATOR CO,

Dear, Coi.

145S Caurt Placa

Concrete Ships.

The United States shipping board
has ordered discontinued work on at
concrete ship building nt Oakland, Cal.,
and there are those who think that
this Is the deathknell of the stoiMt
vessel as a freight carrier. Nevertheless the construction and navigation of
the steamer Kalth has proved that
such a ship was a structural possibility.
MCo!d

In the Head"

of Naaal Catarrh. Parsons who ara aubject to frequent "colds
tn the head" will And that the use ot
will
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE)
build up tha Byatem, cleanse the Blood
and render them lesa liable to colds.
Repeated attacks ot Acute Catarrh may
lead to Chronio Catarrh.
HALL" CATARRH MEDICINE is taken Internally and acta through the Bloo4
on the Mucous Surface of the System.
AU Drugglsta 76c. Testimonials tree
$100.00
for anv case of catarrh that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE will not
curs.
F. J. Cheney ft Co.. Toledo, Ohio,
Is

an acute attack

A Light Razor.
Redd I see an Knitllsh Inventor
has mounted a tiny electric lamp In
the handle of a safety razor.
(Jreeu I take It that such a device
only guarantees a light shave.

SVMP-ROO- T

FOR

KIDNEY AILHEÜTS
There is only one medicine that really
stands out
at a medicine for
curable ailments of the kidneys, liver and
bladder.
stands the
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
highest for the reason that it has proven
to be just the remedy needed in thousands
upon thousands of diatresainc cases.
BwampRoot makes friends quickly because its mild and immediate effect is soon
realized in most cases. It is a gentle,
healing vegetable compound.
Start treatment st once. Sold at alt
drug stores in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
gteat preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y, for a
Kilmer
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
---

A Frameup.

"What did her father say when you
asked him to let you marry his daughter?"
"Said the women folks were trying
to put the blame on him in case the
marriage wasn't a success." Louisville

Courier-Journa-

l,

It's the silly old hens that give
fox a reputation for shrewdness.

the
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Ké'cp Your Eyes

THf

Some INC w raris
Id eas in Gowns
TV

Premet

Model

Represents

All

That Is Original and Novel
In World of Dress.

every possible purpose.

the fur of the year.

It

PAID

FIJIS

SPANISH-AMERICA-

What Will He Write?

FUI1

Prank of Baby Elephant Brought
Retribution.
Her Patience Exhausted, Mother Administered
a Spanking
That
Brought Tears In Bucketfuls
From Her Offspring,

Is Indeed

Mink barrel-wrap- s
are in great demand, and the linings are always an
Important point. The loveliest brocades
are used for this purpose, and also
In a recent exchange It is stated
shot taffetas with Irregular designs that elephants are amazingly like huCAKESHLUGEITLETGLG'ES worked In flue silks, or striped taffetas man beings In the way they discipline
with
running down their young. The following amusing
certain of the lines. Linings are once Incident was seen by a traveler In an
It 1b now extensive lumber yard In Burma.
Added Feature of Louis XV Outfit more of vital Importance.
so much the fashion to wear handsome
Are Said to e Practical, Except
While the adult elephants were faithwraps at restaurant teas or afternoon fully
at work the youngsters played
for Formal Events or Evedances, throwing them off carelessly
about the yard. The elephant that atning Wear.
over the back of a chair, that It Is
tracted the traveler's particular attenreally necessary to give close considtion was hauling, In her chain harness,
Here are two sketches of a costume eration to the linings.
a huge tree trunk from the bank of
may truthfully be called "the
Musquash Is more fashionable than
the river.
newest of the new " writes a leading ever and It Is
often combined with
She had a heavy load, a fact that
Paris fashion correspondent. It is a mink In collar form or with kolinPremet model and It represents all sky. For young girls an entire wrap her offspring did not reullze. Bent on
that Is original and novel In the Tarts of musquash Is considered more cor- playing a prank, he wound his
about one of the chain
world of dress. Here you have the rect than one trimmed with another little-tru- nk
true Louis XV outline. A robe made fur, and, as a matter of fact, a big, traces and pulled back with all his
of taffetas In two shades of peacck loose wrap or circular cape made en- strength..
blue, mounted over a black lace under-dres- s tirely of musquash Is a particularly
Conscious of the suddenly Increased
g
weight,
and finished with a plain,
the mother looked around. She
youthful garment.
corsage.
I have seen wonderful capes which saw the youngster and shook her head
This corsage fastens, almost Invisi- were arranged entirely In graduated solemnly, but paying no further heed
work.
bly, down the back and It is Important flounces
and made of astrakhan or to his teasing, bent again to her
to observe that the neck opening is moleskin. It Is easy to understand Meanwhile the little rascal, with his
quite unexpected, In front It is cut that such mantles need to be most mischievous trunk had loosened the
carefully cut and fitted; otherwise ring that fastened the traces to the
thy would look very heavy. One load.
While the mother was straining to
model, crented for the Paris stage, was
get
her burden In motion again, her
bormade of broadtail with a narrow
der of squirrel at the edge of each rascally son pulled so sturdily that
shaped flounce; the cape was circular she was quite unaware that she had
and the lining was gray satin, finely been disconnected from her load. Then
suddenly the youngster let go. NatIn Japanese style.
urally enough, the mother was thrown
Short Barret Wraps for Girls.
to her knees and her driver hurled in
Our girls will wear short barrel a wide circle from her back.
- '
wraps when going to dance teas or
The culprit sought a huge woodpile
long cape wraps if a specially dainty
that seemed to offer him at least a temfrock Is to be worn. Now that after- porary protection.
Ills mother, hownoon entertainments are so fashion- ever, was soon In pursuit, and he had
able it Is most convenient to have to flee.
Round and round the woodsmart wrnps which are so warm that pile he dodged, but his mother, with
they can be worn, comfortably, over her Iron harness clanking noisily becrepe de chine or chiffon dresses,
hind her, kept close at his heels.
Flchu-cape- s
in fur are novel and
Although the little one's greater agilpractical. I have seen them In squir- ity gained some space for him at the
rel one of the most fashionable
corners, his mother eventually overi
furs of the year and also In took him. The first blow of her trunk
I i I 4 I
musquash and ermine. One model, drew from him a bawl of pain.
At
worn by Roblnne at an afternoon conthe second he sank, quite humbled to
cert, was made of the latter fur. There his knees; and then he endured withwere no tails and the fichu ends were out a murmur, although with many
finished with broad black moire rib- tears, a sound thrashing. Finally the
bons, tied In a big loose bow at the mother let him up. With tears still
back.
streaming and with drooping trunk he
The fichu was crossed In front and took his disconsolate way out of the
It boasted a high Medici collar, which
yard.
made an Ideal frame for Roblnne's
The little fellow had won the comlovely face. Short, straight ties very
sympathy of the observer. Conplete
wide and supple are fastened In front
sequently he was overjoyed to witness
with laced ribbons. Other models are
during the noon hour a touching recfastened with big fur buttons and
The mother did all she
onciliation.
Introsilken loops. Ceclle Sorel has
comfort the penitent little
to
could
Robe of Taffeta In Two Shades of Blue. duced a short shawl In ermine, which sinner; she caressed him with her
gave a curiously old world aspect to its
trunk, cuddled him up against her, and
round while at the back there is a wearer.
at him as If to say : "l'ou still
looked
jieak, ending in a small bow. This is
This shawl was only long enough to
one of Premet's new Ideas and this cover the hips, and It was worn quite have a mother who loves you."
particular model has had a great suc- carelessly, thrown open in front and
He Was Starting Young.
cess. It will be copied widely and in gathered up over the arms, Just as our
"You fill the palls with sand, and
many different materials.
used to wear their
let me turn them out," suggested
You will see that the skirt is made cashmere shawls.
Jack to little Doris as they
la two parts, one side in pale blue
Hand printed Flowers on Hats.
played on the beach.
Milk and the other in a darker shade.
d
I have seen a great many
His playmate obediently complied.
The corsage is in the light color, with
flowers on the new millinery;
"Now we'll build a castle, and you
cuffs of darker blue. Absolutely no (here Is a special preparation which
trimming Is introduced on the corsage. makes them comparatively rainproof shall fetch the water to go round It,"
This Is an idea which is generally fol- and the colors are very lovely. Kid Is exclaimed Jack.
Dutifully the little maid struggled
lowed by the leading dressmakers of used for all sorts of unexpected purthe Rue de la Palx. Nowadays one poses: for painted and embroidered up and down the beach, carrying
buckets of water.
rarely sees an elaborately trimmed
"Can't you fetch the water now,
bodice, and many of the more expenJack," she suggests.!, "and let me
sive models are plain, as indicated in
pour It round?"
the sketch.
"Girls can't do that properly," anIt is very Important to realize that
swered the boy. "Let's paddle. But.
these fitted corsages are worn over
I say, Doris, do you want to marry
what may be called "a natural corset ;"
me when you grow upf"
that is to say, there is no Indication of
"Yes oh, yes!" Doris was delightn small waist, the outline Is intentioned at the prospect.
ally boyish and for this reason It Is
youthful. If you have seen the Jackets
The boy, however, assumed a bored
worn by French fencing masters you
air, and lazily extended his feet toward her.
will realize at once the effect which
"Very well then," he said nonchalour great dressmakers wish to obtain.
antly. "If you're going to he my wife,
Stiffened at the Sides.
take off my shoes and stockings!"
The Premet model was slightly stifWeekly.
Pearson's
fened at the sides, right on the hips,
and the silken material was gathered
Early "Domestic Problem.'
at the waist. The corsage was sepaanone hundred and twenty-fiftThe
rate, though it looked as though it
niversary of the Massachusetts Charwere attached to the skirt.
itable Fire society, recently observed
These fitted bodices are going to be
In Boston, looks back to a time In that
immensely fashionable. They need to
city when It was considered desirable
be perfectly cut and fitted, otherwise
that "servants be obliged to go to bed
they are far from becoming. I have
before the householder, and not be perseen them in silk Jersey-clotwdrn
mitted to carry á lighted candle to a
over skirts of silk or fine serge and
In the garret." The recombedroom
was
highly
combination
the
successful.
mendation was made at one of the so- With the new Louis XV dresses long,
ciety's earliest meetings, but seems not
very thin canes will be carried and
to have been carried Into effect; one
gloves
worn.
gauntlet
This Is going to
may Imagine that even so far back
be a picturesque winter, but In reality
there was a "domestic service problem"
the new styles are quite practical, exsufficiently defined to make the avercept for evening gowns, and those of
age servant's objection to this prothe more ceremonious order; we do
posed early and dark retirement opernot find many pannier dresses shown
ative in defeating It.
In the Rue de la Paris ; the Louis XIV
and Louis XV outlines are much in
His Conclusive Way.
evidence, but now that we have settled
"Really, Mr. Gloom, you must be
Back View of the Popular Blue Tafdown a little the
mistaken," mildly Interrupted the other
feta Model.
models seem to have disappeared.
The new Louis XV bodices can be handbags, for waistcoats, cuffs, hat man in the argument.
"Mistaken!" thundered J. Fuller
fastened at the back, at one side or di- crowns, collars on tailored suits and so
rectly In front. In each case the fas- on. Embroidered kid waistcoats are Gloom. "Those are not my views,
tening is made as invisible as possible, shown in some of the very best merely, but the mature deductions of
Ellsworth Ethelbert Hornbostle, A. M.,
nnlesg a close row of small buttons be ateliers.
Ph. D.!"
Introduced.
Premet is using a great
Waistcoats with elaborate buttons
"Then, very likely I am wrong.
deal of taffetas, plain and shot; but are demanding constant attention. It
indeed the same thing may be said of is the moment of waistcoats and never Thank you for correcting me."
"Pardon us," said we, after the dealt the other famous dressmakers of have I seen more lovely buttons than
parture of the discomfited critic, "but
Paris., It is the year of taffetas,.
those shown at the present moment.
Chez Redfern recently saw a won- One of the successful novelties takes who la Ellsworth Ethelbert Hornbostle,
A. M., Ph. D.r
derful wrap made of moleskln-plckethe form of triangular buttons made of
"How the devil do I know?" was
ivory and inset with tiny steel facets,
skins which was lined with rose
brocade and finished with an and flat Ivory buttons rimmed in Jet. A the snarling reply. "I Invented the
name on the spur of the moment. Am
enormous collar of mink. The combivaluable set of six buttons is considsupposed to concoct an entire life
nation of fur was unexpected but very ered an ideal present for a bride or I
history for the myth, too?" Kansas
Mink is to the fore for for a favorite nleco on her blrthdav.
successful.
City Star.
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YEARS MERELY

Opportunity for Each of
Us to Write Therein a
Record Better Than
the Preceding.

Offer

year lies spread
the white plain that
from the roadside to
the distant forest where the
gray squirrels are making tracks in the
light snow. On this white sheet a little record may be written; not a full
Ufe story, but merely a brief chapter
or two, like the chapters of squirrel
life that may be read by one who today ventures into the white forest.
It is a great mystery that lies ahead,
a treasure house of endless possibilities. The span of a man's life Is
short; shorter in absolute measurement than the span of a year. For
each year, when October fades into
November, has wrought completeness.
No human life can bring completeness.
It cannot bring completeness of knowledge or completeness of happiness or
completeness of good works. The best

THE

Little

resolution

as
good as any, and
probablywillwear

coming

of
how many of us is tt the
unuttered hopa that tomorrow,

M" nv

next weeK,nextmonth,thenext
yearmay be as today tn its priv-

undue regret that what should have
been seen and known and done has not
been seen and known and done.
YEAR'S completeness is but a
twelvemonth. Our human incompleteness covers many twelvemonths.
How fortunate that each dawning year
means a new opportunity to live and
learn. Again and again we may take
up the thread and advance toward the
goal of apprehension. We may study
God's works and year by year come
nearer to an appreciation of them. We
can never fully appreciate them, for
our minds are finite, and they are in--

A

é
...

p
$

.!...

) solve broken with

such frequency.

passing years may begin today; it is
never too late. Whoever has long
watched and loved the years will
know that to his knowledge, however
ripe, much will be added. He will advance a step nearer to the goal of contentment, and In so advancing will increase his human usefulness, his helpfulness.

THE

1

Joy That All Can Have.
The Joy of living Is best found in
the real success of Ufe. Take away
success and there's no joy in Ufe to
one alive to opportunities and responsibilities. No live man Is satisfied with
mere existence, for he wants to contribute something to the world's progress, the world's good. And It Is In such
contribution that real Joy Is found, the
satisfaction that comes from full realization that one has done what he
could in the year given him. So this Is
the Joy this Journal wishes every read
er may have the coming year; and will
have if they fully appreciate that the
new year is theirs, to make it truly a
happy new year.

Day Means Much to All.
New Years suggest intimate personal
views of self. The annual crop of good
resolutions shows how near most
people are to becoming radically better. The day also bring a sense of the
inexhaustible resources of life. It is
the door Into a wonderful future, new
new
new
discoveries,
Inventions,
year dawns on an earth red achievements, of social Justice and priv
blood, an earth torn with ilege
and Joy for the masses of men.
It will be for most of the peo-

strife.
ple of the earth a year of sorrow and
of sacrifice. But for all this it will
not be a bad year. Not half of civilized mankind but all mankind that has
not forgotten the meaning of civilization has been unselfishly, heroically
engaged in the needful work of ridding the world of a noxious parasitic
growth, the poisonous fungus of militarism. For those who gave themselves to this essential work It will be
a good year. For all who are suffer- (f)
ing that the years to come may be (V)
happier and healthier the year will be
a good year.
February will bring Its crystal

9

() tion will be simply
ü the same old re

g

()

fully as long as a
(
new one.

ileges andopportuntties,only far
mora abundant.
Wa ara told that the first day
man can do, In his poor, limited way, of
NewYear is an appropriate
the
Is to glean as much wisdom and win
to
form good resolutions.
time
as much happiness and do as much
But the New Year Is tomorrow,
good as the number of his days perfor
mits. When the human October fades and there is a better time
toIt may thus be rich and peaceful and such a tasK, and that time is
without the scars of stormy days or day. Tor "now is the accepted
the blight of wasted days and without time." Buhop H. C PM.

it) XI

lastyear's gj

ONE

LIFE'S CHAPTERS

hand-painte-

yi

p
g

finite. But each succeeding year is a
new opportunity. It offers the perfection of completeness, and by even a
partial comprehension of Its fullness
old
we may move toward fulfillment of the
measure of our lives.
is
"I am not afraid," said Thoreau,
"that I shall exaggerate tho value and
significance of life, but that I shall not
be up to the occasion which it Is. I
shall be sorry to remember that I was
there, but noticed nothing remarkable
In disguise ;
not so much as
lived in the golden age a hired man ;
visited Olympus even, and fell asleep
after dinner, and did not hear the con
versation of the gods."
brightness. April will spread her
feast of flowers. June will display her
who loves only artificiality, green perfection of beauty.
August
does not note the excellence will offer the ripening grains; October
of the world he has been set to rule, the laden orchards. The year will
proves himself unworthy of his herit take no heed of the crime that has
age, and Is punished by bitter unrest been done by man or of the vengeancs
His life lacks the boon of contentment that marched inexorably.
which Includes all boons. There are,
or course, the few whose mental scope
In the trenches of
POETS died
Is too narrow for
and France, watching God's
They do not even know that they are sunrise or the wispy clouds In the
discontented and may enjoy life as the blue. British gentlemen caked with
ox enjoys life. They are fortunate. the mud of Flanders wrote detailed reThe unfortunate man Is the one who ports of their observations of migrahas, even dimly, an understanding that tory birds and of the effect of drumthe world Is good and beautiful and fire on bird life. French students and
that he Is falling to reap the richness scholars, bearded and dirty, made
that is rightly his.
careful notes of the flora of the
The coming year is Indeed a great Meuse and the Somme.
Whomystery, full of possibilities.
These men visited Olympus and did
ever has not watched and studied the not fall asleep while the gods conversed. Neither did they permit the
roar of man's fury to drown out the
divine voices.
So It must be a good year that is
v,
O W many of us ara walt-f"",- Y ahead. There can be no bad years.
tng for the opportunities The years are measured by God and
U thecomtniyearl With not by the evil that men do.
j
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the schoolboy
New Year's day $
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what comes be
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Having flecided to quit farmini; and
n
?o to Iowa, I will sell at pah'.ic
at my farm, 2 miles east and 2
ti!o3 south of Koy, and 7 mile3 northwest of Soalno, N. M, on
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AND PUBLISHER
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Entered as
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second-cla;;-

matter at the

s

oofitoilice in Iloy, New Mexico

MQRGEHTHAU FLEADS

HELPifiG HAND

FOR
111

THE NEAR EAST
to Turkey

Former Ambassador

Says America Should Not Let
Armenian Allies Starve.

Under new Management

Roy, Solano and Mosquero

MORGENTHAU,
Former Ambassador .to Turkey and
Leader In Near East Relief.
It they were good enough to fight
and die for us when we needed their
help so sorely, they are good enough
now to share some meager little
cruuiha from our plenty when they
have nothing, when hundreds of thou
sands of them arc homeless, unclad,
foodless and threatened with extermination by their enemies and our own.
Not far from ft million Christiana
have been murdered by their Turkish
oppressors.
Hungry, terror stricken

hundreds of thousands of refugees
now look to the United States for suc
cor.
'
Havs Trust In America.
We canuot refuse. Next to theli
faith In God Is their trust In the di
Interested good will and generosity of

10 a.

7 Head Mares 7

U. S.

Tourists and

20 CATTLE 20

Insurance

Real Estate

0.

f

Lunch at Noon.
Bring youi own Drinking

Roy,
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WRITER For Sale
our friends a Mer used machine.
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INCORPORATED
ROY,, and SPRINGER;. N,JM.

I.IO. O.JF.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

.

J. W. Beck, Mgr. Roy office
Ship

sold my farm andam go-- i
my personal property
sell
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cream,

us-yo-

We
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W. M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

Evening
pay
Visiting
Brothers
always welI
highest prices. Right now we come.
ins
pay 76c. and the express.
LI BERTY GARAX5E. at pitb-lisale.
E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
CO.
TRINIDAD
CREAMERY
gooíü'
milk
of
ivumber
Wro. G. Johnson, Sec'y
Ihrave a
V.illt- -

co3.
ahut

-

RsyM

for shipping tags,
Bptterfat 7.4c and express paid
Trinidad Creamery Company.
Write

A A. Wynne

m
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Farm Waííoa&

beds,

L. E.

For

Roller bearings,
SELF OILING

Ik-c- u

Roy,;N.M.
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Mrs. I. C. DODGE,
Miss;

ETTA HORNBASER.

yj

If
have wheat for sale see
Johriil.Moore&Co. Koy N.M..

FQJt SALE:--

5

Visil;a2 Sisters welcome

J.

B. LUSK

Attorney at Law
Prompt end Careful Attention'
Given, H Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO;

A. Waldo

New Cafe

f or bale:

Two Jersey Cotts:
ij fresh in spring, one Jersey heif
rrai er, one bull.
FreJFluhmann.
t6
Mills. N. M

z:

If you have wheat for sale see

John II. Moore

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
L 0. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees. N
Mrs. Graaae V. Ogden, Sec.y.

mules!2 mares

Murris, Roy, N. M.

MORA
ABSTRACT
COMPANY

Rebekah Degree

office.

Dressmaking
Plain Sewing

Priced to sell, Terms,

Mrs. J. P. Rejiaoldsl

Deubler

S--

Cornmissionsr,
tuero, N. M

tanks

3--

Photos
For farm views see- -

A

Implements

Samson
Windmills

.

ACACIA LODGE NO. 53
'Meets 2na and HhSatur- -

'
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A. F. & A. M.

C. B. Stubblefield Co.
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LODGE DIRECTORY

Office

P. & O. Farm United States

ii,.

Rev. Fr. B'elix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

All Masons welcome.

Baum Bros

'
...
.id own

Masses: 8 and'l&a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Insist on Genuine1 Ford Farts

1

2--

In

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

daya of month

$2.00

'
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Pubic Sale
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time-savin-
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i
pfilnt a picture ol
i . i. r
vi atcii tor my ti
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FOR SALE THíi'IiH COMIJG.
to thosi
S days,
in
EAR-OLwho have not a first hand Impression
Inquirp
MULES.
of the savagery of the Mussulman.
A. B. SLUSHER.
Rt'Y. TRADING 601,
Store.
Exiled From Hornea.
Since tho beginning of tho war thi
Turkish Armenians have been largelj
cwt. Koátófc Finisfeing: I am ncr. pre-pateI will offer 'at public auction t my MAIZE; HEADS,
refugees from their homes. A simpll
on
Solano,
M.,
N.
of
2
west
miles
farm
they
been
people,
have
agricultural
At my farm Limites East 'aoath
to do all kinds, maii them
evilcs from their farms, deprived ol
MONDAY, JAN. 5, 1920
PINT.
R.
T.
of Roy.
to L. E. Dcubler
all opportunity to support themselves
1'enr by year their sufferings have In Sale to commence at 10 o'clock, a. m.
Now, a year after fightin sharp, the following property:
creased.
has ceased, they are still living tin
SEVEN HEAD OF HORSES
life of nomads, able to continue t
!
5 Mares and Z Geldings
keep allvo only by virtue of Americni
philanthropy.
31 HEAD OF CATTLE
These homeless people "filthy Inft 11 Milch Cows,
3
7 Uange Cows,
dels" to the Turk were good enougt
5 Heifer Calves, 8,
Yearling
Heifers,
In
might
poor
our be
to exert their
Calve?.
Imlf while the wnr was still In tlx Steer
3 l)Qsen R. I. Red Chickens
balance. Massacres of a half centurj
FARM MACHINERY
had not so broken their spirit that
.
w
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they dared not tight for right and fot
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Mn
democracy when Justice was the Isauo,
Homtísteadi Matters attfsaded to,
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When your Ford car or Ford truck doesn't
display its usual quantity or quality of "pep'
and dash, its time to have a repairman who
understands the- - Ford mechanism give it
the "once over" then make the necessary
adjustments or repairs, and return it to
you full of its old time "pep" and energy
and pull. You'll notice the difference.
VVe employ only skilled Ford mechanics-m- an
who know hoviLFord cars are made,
and how they should be kept to give the
most efficient and economical service. And
our shop equipment boasts a great many
g
specially designed Ford tools and
devices and machinery.
Don't risk chances, play fair with your
Ford car. Keep it in the hands of its
rien ds. the Authorized Ford Dealers.

... M

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

!

Jit.

wretchedness Inconceivable

'

i!

TJ!E UNIVERSAL CAR

F. S. Brown,

Cup.

hi-c-
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Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

i

-

n'

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M.,
7.30, P. M.

i

MÍ

team, harFOR SALE:-Go- od
ness and buggy.
Mrs. E, T. RICHARDSON,
4 miles East of Mills', N.M.

'

Pearn, Pastor.

BAPTIST

js

t4

W.

!

Mont-gonTef-

Frank L. Shultz., Clerk.

fv

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11 00 a. m. 8PM.
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Fly-Net- s;
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11-in-

TERMS OF SALE
morvths time without interest if
paid when due. If not paid when due
to draw 12 per cent interest from date

VIEW

p.m.

--

Low-Whe-

wish all
HENRY MORGENTHAU.
ry Christmas and a Happy and
the American people. They look to us Prosperous- New Year.
8S the human iicency
to "cxtrlcats
lcnj from the frightful Itualuiii la VVe thank them for the busi
winch tht'y have
left as a conse ness they have given us. We are
quence of the war.
you better serv
If we should full to aid lliem, aturra prepared
tion and the winter's cold would go fai ice and will appreciate your trade
to completing t tie work done by tin the coming year.
We will proue
unspeakable. Turk.
given
chance.
it
a
if
I have not seen with my own eyes
the misery In which the Armenians
We have. a complete line of
now exist. I have been spared that
Tires, Tubes and Parts for the
l!nt the reporls which have beei
brought in by agents of the Near Knsi CHEVROLET and Ford Cars,
IJellef and by representatives of tht
LIBERTY GARAGE.
Pence

PLEASANT

First Sunday each Month at

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
office.
also made at Spanish-America-

first-clas-

T. R. PINT,

& Underwood.

Servicea?. 2d Sunday of eact
?
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month "at
11.00 a. m. and 8.ÜU p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale
Notary work and othe necessities furnished if desired.

if

by Underwood

ROY

and

x

until paid. Purchaser giving bankable note or approved security; $10 and
under cash; 10 per cent discount on
sums over $10. No property to be re
moved until settled for.
Working
FOR SALE A three-inclCOL F. O. WHITE, Auct., Koy. N. M. Barrel Pump, 125 feet of
pipe,
long,
Bras Lined' CyKtidkr,
and wood rods, all complete, itafirire
W. A. CHAMBERS,

Cpyiight

CHRISTIAN

Offers the you benefit of his wide acquantance
" years of experience as a successful Salesman.

t.

:

Meets each Sunday at "10, A. M
at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary.
Supt.
G. R. Abernathy,

White

Col. F.O.

Home-Ren-dere-

í

Wheat Director License No. 028463II

Farm Sales a specialty

40-ya-

r

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors. '

AUCTIONEER!

Land-Seeker- s
Roan Tiam, coming G a:id 7 years,
weight 1530 each; Team of good mares
the
right place.
find
this
Will
coming 8 years, weight 1300 each;
1000
lbs.
weight
8
years,
P.ay mare
Grey mare 10 years; weight 1000 lbs.
Philatelic History of the War.
Driving and saddle mare, Bull IDs. my
Mnny stump collectors like to
mare i years, weight 1000.
either In some country, or somo
especial line of stamps, such as animals, or birds, or even phlpa. An Interesting collection could bo made of
war stumps. A collection on these
.Vine goad Milch Cows, two with calve
Issues,
Unes would Include all war-tat side; balance coming in soon.
Heifer, fresh Goon; Shorthorn alt stamps overprinted for use In ocseven last cupied territory, Issues overprinted
Durham Bull,
for the use of expeditionary forces,
spring Calves.
and envelopes, etc., bearing the canThree Fat Hogs 300 lbs. each.
Dodge Car, run only cellations from field post offices and
New
from battleships. Trobably the first
1500 miles..
wnr stamps to malee their appearance
FARM MACHINERY
were those. Introduced by Australian
s
All new and in
repair.
troops who had captured German colHigh-whe"Beggs" Wagon ;
onies In the Pacific. Other early arWagon,
iires, good bed; rivals wore the German productions
"Emerson" Wheat for use in Belgium, Poland, Lithuania
fon Buggy,
"Moline" Listrer, Disc and Russia.
Drill,
Similar enemy Issues
Harrow 14x16; Disc Sleü:
were Imposed on the conquered by BulHarrow; "Advance" Corn Binder;
garia and Austria.
ets good Leather Harness; Set Single
Saddle and
Harness; 2 sets
"v.
Picturesque Welcome,
Bridle; Set Blacksmith Tools; Grind
When, mayors and city committees'
jtone.
píiui welooii;c:liopiés for the soldiers
there Is bound to té piuch of a "same-Cej100 TONS OF BUNDLE CANE
nloiii the general pían, but
30MB MAIZE MEADS, IN STACK
Ala., pttt somS new wrinkles
7 DOZEN CHICKENS
Into the welcoming of tfie Alabama
(Most Rhode Island Heds)
unit of the Rainbow division that must
been most Inspiring. The soldiers
have
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
walked, not between lines of home
rnlnbow-Cja- d
"Schiller" Upright Tiano, Walnut cas gunrds, but through a lone of
at the
bouquets
who
threw
girls,
De
dandy;
Steel Range, a
New
sdldjers nnd oyer the high arch of vicLaval No. 12 Separator, Chairs,
rainbow-coloreribbons.
Chiffonier, 2 Rocters, two tory entwined
entirely
composed
float
floral
great
A
Mattresses;
Beds, Springs and
of lilies, with the exception of the figLinoleum, 2 Rugs, Raf Carpeta,
ures "010" Jn gold stars, told the xtory
d
Lard Press; 6 gallons pure
Lard, Gag Lamp, Pumpkins and of .those left Nhehlnd. and as the float
Squashes, and other articles too nu- advanced the .Chopin funeral march
was played.
merous to mention.
d

J

Sec'y.

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL

District

Main Business

President,

HOLMEá,

Jeannette lusk,

if youjiave wheat for sale

e;

:

y. p. s. c. e,

or S.JE. Paxton,

See Henry Krabbenschmidt,

Free Baths,,
Steam Heated,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
A quiet, homelike Hotel
one block from the
Depot, in the

ld

By HENRY

Church Directory

HOMER

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Tue.Jan.6,'20
Sub to Commence promptly at
m the following:

JOHN H. MOORE & CO.

Charles Chapman, Proprietor

aui-:io-

IRVIN OGDEN. SR.

El Dorado Hotel

& Co.

Roy, N.M.

Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
Clean Rooms for rent
We solict your patronage

New Barber Shop
H.B. BOIIANON,

Produce more cream and ship
it direct to the Trinidad Cream
ery. We will pay you 76c. for
Mora, New Mexico
batter-fa- t
and pay the express,
Complete Index to All Lands
Yah
n r nn1 flnn
aA
and Town Property m asura
i

I

i

Vi

pro nplly.

Prop'r.

Shof m connecticn with the
Koy Cafe.
Prompt and efficient servica
Your Patronage Solicited,
Great-Wester- n

Block, ROY

THB

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa í e, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
November 25, 1919.
November 25, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that William
Notice is hereby given that Ray
L. Kelly, of Solano, Mora Co., New
Msxico, who, on December 11th, 1916, R. Leach, of Roy, Mora Co., New
made Addl. Homestead Entry, No. Mexico, who, on March 22nd, 19U,
0118803, for NEVi NE, Sec. 14, NWVi made Homestead Entry, No. 019G5?,
NW, SWV NW1, Sec. 3,
SWVi, WV4 NWÍ4, Section 13, Town- for E
ship 18 N., Range 24 E., N. M. P. St4 NF.V.. Ki NW'i. NEVx SWW.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention Section 4, Township 19 N., Range 25
to make Three Year, Proof, to es- E., N. M. P. Meridian, has hied notice
tablish to the land above described, of intention to make Final Three Year
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commission- Proof, to establish claim to the land
er, at Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico, above described, before F. H. Foster,
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
on the 15th day of January, 1920.
Roy, New Mexico, on the Sixth day of
Claimant names as witnesses:
Allen Burleson, of Roy, New Mexi- January, 1920.
Claimant names as witnesses:
co, Oscar Kidd, of Roy, New Mexico,
J. H. Sansbury, Frank Aldie3, G.
Webb Kidd, of Koy, New Mexico, wai- G. Leach, A. J. Baker, all of Roy, New
cr Ross, of Solano, New Mexico.

FOR PUBLICATION

An American $2 Bill Did This

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Judicial District
November 25, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that John STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
)S3.
II. Mitchell, of Roy, Mora Co., New
)
County of Mora
Mexico, who, on October 26th, 1913,
Regular April lerm A. D. 1920,
made Addl. Homestead Entry, No.
023321, for SEVi NWU, EV6 SWVi, Floersneim Mercantile Co. a CorporaSection 13, Township 21 N., Range 2? tion,
E., N. M. P., Meridian has filed notice
, 'Plaintiff
of intention to make Final Three Year
V3
land
the
to
Proof to establish claim
Henry C, Allen
above described, before F.H.Foster.U.S
Defendant
Commissioner, at his office at Roy,
New Mexico, on the Eighth day of The said defendant Henry C. Allen, is
January, 1920.
hereby notified that suit in Attachment
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
You in
Hugh Mitchell, D. P. Moore, Ben. has been commenced against
of
of
Mora,
State
Court
Roy,
District
of
the
Stewart, George Jackson, all
New Mexico, by said Floersheim Mer- New Mexico.
íTnitiln fVimimnv. a Corporation, for
PAZ VALVERDE,
' Register. the recovery of tha sum of $107,31 for
.
'
gocds, wares and meschadJise, sold to

"(T
'

I

'

n )

f

V

l
r.

PEP0RE.

fatherless, homeless,
Motherless,
nameless, hungry ai.d clad only In
rags, tho pathetic little
shown at tho left wandered Into a
Near East Relief orphanage In ArAnother photograph of the
menia.
same child, shown at the right, was
taken a week later, this time showing
him happy, well clothed and well fed.
Somewhei'd In America Is the happy
man or woman who contributed the $2
bill which wrought this miracle. More
thau a quarter million other helpless
little victims of Turkish cruelty and
oppression are knocking at the doors
; of the Near East Relief orphanages In
Western Asia. Many more American
$3 bljls are. needed now to )et them In
ana t5 care for them until they can
care for themselves.

$

three-year-ol- d

V

i

J

FRANCISCO

DELGADO,

Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

Register.
AFTER.

5t

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,

!

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
ISOLATED Tit AL i
Public Land Sale
p

said defendant at his special request,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
or cause
That un'ess You enter,
November 25, 1919.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
to be entered an appáurance In said
MiCKlE SAYS
Notice is hereby given that Jose
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Jan.
day
of
24tn
the
on
or
before
Mexico,
suit
Araeon. of Bueveros, New
December 12, 1919
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
CONFESSO Department of the Interior U. S. Land
HomePRO
made
decree
1920.
1916,
D.
10,
October,
A.
on
who,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Notice is hereby iriven that Guy
IN
SCOUTS
r,VAE
GOOD
you.
for
SWU
against
020830,
No.
Entry
rendered
will
stead
be
Office at Clayton, New Mexiso
therein
November 25 1919
Merrell, of Solano, Mora Co.,
SWy; Sec. 14, NWVL Earnest
SEy4; S
December 5, 1919
who on January 24, 1916, made
N.
M.,
Notice is hereby given that, 83 diFABIAN CHAVES,
PttONNPT
OIU.S
Kent on 23. EMi Nfctt. ütfl
NnticA ia herehv civen that Cole kvf.l OTHER
H. E. No. 021486 for NV4 SEVi. NVi
rected by the Commissioner of the (Seal)
Clerk of Said Court. Weir,
ANO REGLAR VHU. FfeKWH
SEU; Sec. 22, Township 21 N. of SWVi, Section 8, and SEVi Sec. 7,
of David, N. M., who on August
General Land Office, under provisions
v...
nas
.
Meridian,
M.
n:
ai
Ranr
ino. vzoibo, ior v
0, lata, maae ti.
Twp. 17N, Rng 26E., N. M. r. M., has
of Sec. 2455, R. S., pursuant to the
B. LUSK, Attorney for Plaintiff, the SEVi SEVi, Sec. 3; NEVi NEVi
filed notice of intention to make Three filed
V rvNO eft Twee.
application of Leandro Vigil of Buey-eronotice of intention to make a mai
Mex.
TBE-TCNew
Roy,
CÍU'.m
Vonr Final Proof, to fistabüsh
-3
M" tK
Sec. 10, Twp 17N., Rng 30E., N. M.
Year Proof, to establish claim
Three
N. M., Serial No. 026344, we will
to the land above described, bef irs
bidP. Meridian, has filed notice of in
to the land above described, before .
offer at public sale, to the highest
RporiRtar
S.
Land
Of
U.
Receiver
and
tention to make Final lhree Year
H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hu
der, but at not less than $2.00 per
fice at Clavton. New Mexico, on the office
Prnnf to eatahliah claim to the land
NOTICE OF CLOSING OF
at Roy, N. M., on the 20th day
acre, at 10 o'clock a. m., on the 11th
ninth day of January, J9ÜU.
above described, before W. H. Wilcox,
ADMINISTRATION
1920.
January,
of
day of February, 1920, next, at this
rinimnnli names as witnesses:
U. S. Commissioner at his omce at
Claimant names as witnesses:
office, the following tract of land:
New
Miera.
of
Oarcia.
vwnw ALT. MEN BY THESE Roy, N. M., on the 14th day of JanH. D. Upton, E. R. Noyes, C. E.
WV4 NE14, Sec. 8, Twp. 20N., Rng.
Medien. Bonifacio Cruz, of Miera. New
ppfrf.NTS: that on Monday the 5th uary, 1920.
Í1P MM P M
Merrell
W. F. Arnold, all of Solano,
being
Mexico, Julian Aragón, of Miera, New New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses.
The sale will not be kept open, bul day of January A. D. 1920 this
Mexico, Manuel kncinias, ol mieia
William B. Foard, Jeff McKee, James
PAZ VALVERDE,
will be declared closed wnen inose the regular term of the rroDaie uouri
New Mexico.
David,
State
Mora,
of
all
Weir,
ceased
Frank
V.
County
of
Weir,
Register
have
the
named
for
in,
and
7
present at the hour
VALVERDE,
PAZ
v.:,i,i;
Tho norann makine the high of New Mexico; the administrators New Mexico.
Register
PAZ VALVERDE,
Estate of J. H. Swope, deceased
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
est bid will be required to immediate of the filpd
close
Register
to
aDnlication
fcovA
0
them
amouu.
tne
ly pay to the Receiver
KíiTirE FOR PUBLICATION.
uuieicui.
the administration, on the date aDove
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
,,
.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
,
Any persons claiming adversely the given.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Any person or persons navmg any
December 12, 1919
land are aaviseu lu
d
November 25. 1919.
on or nVti'optinn to the closinz of the said ad Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that Hollia
file their claims,
Notice is hereby given that Luciana R. Johnson, of Solano, Mora Co., N. M.
ministration; will appear on the date
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
before the time designated lor saie
Martinez, wife and heir or, francisco who on Aug 25, 1916 made Add! H.
December 5, 1919
above mentioned and in open iouri
PAZ VALVERDE,
P. Martinez, deceased, of Roy, Mora E. No. 022874, for NWVi NEVi Sec.
Notice is hereby given that John
Register show reasons why the said administra
19.13-1- -10
x
Co., New Mexico, who, on October 24, Twp. 19N, Rng 27E, N. M. P. M.
tion must not be closed and the bond3 Arden Bell, of David, N. M., who on
any further re December 10, 1918, made Add l BtocK
26th, 1916, made Homestead fcntry has filed notice of intention to mak
FARM, 8 miles from Roy men discharged from
5.14
No. 023322, for IMVi
Raising H. E. No. 024820, for
vprv foot tillable, 2
Final Three Year Proof, to establish
.m!tv
.
j .
rtTT í T
T
o
k .nJ ÜWU 'NWVi.. Section i claim to the land above described, je- FABIAN vnAvriZi,
Sec. 9. Twn. 17N.. Rnor 31E.. N. M.
a ,Ma hiiililinsrs and 5 miles ol
Clerk of the Probate Court, P. Meridian has filed notice of inten
Township 17 N., Range 25 B, N. M fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner
ood fence; 115 acres under cultivation
PACHECO, Deputy.
P. Meridian, has filed notice or inten-fiA- at his office at Roy, N. M., on the 22nd
make Final Three Year Proor,
tion
to
LUIS
D.
The
F.
R.
TeleDhone.
n..rl
FOB PUBLICATION
NOTICE
frt mflU Final Three Year Proof day of January, 1920.
above
to
land
claim
the
no
to
establish
grass,
eood
c
f whoat land,
S.
claim to the land above
U.
Wynne,
A.
A.
establish
described,
before
to
bargain
Claimant names as witnesses:
oil lease on it. ..For sale at a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
described, before F. H. Foster, U. h
ISOLATED TRACT
Commissioner at his omce at MosH. E. Dean, R. H. Thomas, J. C.
to
..Apply
price.
flommiasioner. at his office at Roy Lloyd, John Bowman all of Solano,
quero, N. M., on the 13th day of JanorrnT TP. T.AND SALE
Interior U. S. Land uary. 1920.
Mexico, on the 6th day of Janu New Mexico.
,'
Roy, New Mexico Department of the
Department of the Interior, U. S. Und New
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
as
PAZ VALVERDE,
names
ary,
witnesses:
1920.
Claimant
Office at Clayton,
Register
November 21, 1919.
rioimonf nampa an witnesses:
James I. Malone, Rosebud, N. M.
7
NOV. I,
.T
unn - 11.1i.iq
T.. Smith. Leandro Archuleta
Notice Í3 hereby given that Piedad
Jesse B. Malone, Rosebud, N. M.
I have purchased a Husking,
as directed Reyomundo Arguello, Seferino Garcia,
nnA Rhoilitur machine and will Moiitin nf Wflcon Mound. N. M., who,
Daily Thought
Jeff McKee, David, N. M.
Notice is hereby given that,
made
1916,
General all of Roy, New Mexico.
August,
M.
about
of
N.
work
the
Mosquero,
day
24th
of
custom
Pryor,
on
H.
Charles
gone and what's past holr
What's
be ready to do
by the Commissioner
of Sec,
PAZ VALViiKU,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Aitinna Homestead fcntry, ino.
Tw..mle.r 15th. bee me u y
office, under provisions
ihould bo pest grlpf.
NWV.. SWV NE4
Register,,
7.
Register Land
0
application
v.riu r:. W. NEWMAN, M. H97R1Í fnr SKU lot"3,
the
to
pursuant
S.
R.
2455,
21
Twp
30,
Sec.
and
Solano, N.
NEV SW
of William S. Ariold, oi ooianu,
M Pnr 2dF... of N. M. Principal me- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
í
wnmimmmm
'
'
.
A
r
.
In
WP:5-:i
i
ai
Serial No. 02Ü443, will offer
nonce
ui
has niea
Having moved to Roy and being ridian,
highest bidder,
es
10
to make Three Year rrooi,
exDepartment of the Interior U. S. Land o .,wn nl. to the
,
more centrally located so that
above de
yer
pinim
land
to
the
than
less
New
not
Mexico
Clayton,
Office
at
at
but
penses are not so great as when on the nrihed. before U. S. Commissioner,
of
day
15th
the
on
1919
12,
December
comin '..lni-- A. M..
farm, I have decided to cut my
Mound, Mora Co., N. M
the follow
hereby
Juan
Wagon
thin office,
that
sriven
Notice
is
at
all
meet
to
sales
.... CVl
jan, i!7i
missions on crying
on the 8tH day of January, 1920.
Isidro Romero, of Mosquero. N. hi., ine tract of land; SWJ-names as witnesses:
rioimont
No.
E.
H.
made
1914,
Dec.
26,
who
on
.
9, 118N,K-For the present i wm ci y
fiuadalune Esquibel, of Wagon 0190G8, for WVfc of SEVi, and SEH
minimun
the
into
2 per cent within reasonable
G. Esquibel
ordered
Is
M..
Elíseo
Mmin,l
N.
(1'bis tract
of Sec. 4. and SW4 of SWV.
charges. My success in the past is of Wagon Mound, N. M., Laureano of SEVi Twp. 17N., Rng.
greater por- the
that
M
showing
N.
29E.,
a
on
3,
Sec.
for
.,.,.
the only recommendation I offer
or lo
titQÍnnn!
Meridian, has filed notice of inten f on i..neieoi :..
me Bernal, .of Wagon wounu, in. m.
Hi""-"- -i
satisfaction in the future. See
N
Mound,
Wagon
of
Valdez,
tion to make Final Three Year Proof r.ueh for cultivation.)
at the Leandro
for dates or make
M'
to establish claim to the land above
open, but
Office.
DELGADO,
FRANCISCO
The sule will not le kept
described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S.
Col. F. C. White,
those pre- Register
when
:
rinsed
v..
Mos
at
(ínmmissinner
oilies
his
M.
at
Roy, N.
WIH
quero, N. M., on the 20th day of Jan sent at the hour named
uary, 1920.
bidding. The person making in i. fi
to immediately .
Claimant names as witnesses:
..... ho rmuired
.
Unman Perea. Iernacio Garcia, Sil- - rat.. uiu
en ver me
i, a
MI1""""'
iw
berio Mestas and Caslos Montoya, all pay
t
,i
of Mosquero, N. M.
adversely the
PAZ VALVfcUUt;,
, .....
lnnd are advised to
Register anavetrsi."" or objections, on
Experienced
a specialty,

NW!

--

s,

H

1-

t

12-2-

1--

12-2-

above-describe-

W,

7 XT'

Ski

12-2-

"

12-2-

g6..

5t

iu"""

BETTER Cars

When

u,o

are built

b,

'B

Odd-dat-

S--

m

We have the

Col. George E. Cochrane,

AUCTIONEER

a.. ',.,1.i

12-2- 7

Farm Sales

'

I know the value of farm
Proficient,
property and will get it for my clients.
Competent ClerK furnished if desir
take
Reasonable terms. Am a notary and c
acknowledgements on sale paper.
you secure money to meet your oblihelp
and
gations. My aim is to benefit both seller buyer
Bills of Sale, Notes and Mortgages supplies

See me and get my terms and dates
before deciding about your sale. Dates made
office.
n
at the
Col. George E. Cochrane, Mills, N. M.
.Spanish-America-

Fairview Pharmacy
The Roy Druft Store

M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,

;

Pure Drugs and Chemicals
Ice Cream Parlor
All
KODAKS

AND

Popular Drinks
EASTMAN

and

FILMS

Ices
AND

SUPPLIES

'

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News
A

Stand,:DWi.Y

COMPLETE

LINE OF

Ble

NOTICE

U

0

FOR PUBLICATION

PAPERS

MAGAZINESB

Toilet Articles.

Cigars and Tobacco

their claims,

the time designnteaior
Tieirister

LHioie

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
December 1G, 1919
Notice is hereby civen that Jost
Leon Romero of Roy, Mora County,
it.
N. M., who on May 10, 1U18, ma-lE. No. 025297 for the SWV4 NE'i;
SEVi NWVi; NEVi SWVi; NWVi SB
Sec. 85. Two. 20N.. Rnx. 24E , N.
M. P. M.. has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to cstab
lish claim to the land above decsnoed
before W. H. Willcox. U. S. (.niniis
3ioner, at Roy, N. M., on iho iid day
of February, 1920.

11-2-

vuvvnnri.

9

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

December 16. 1919
Notice is hereby iriven that Magin
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of Rov. N. M.. who on October
Mor
1916. made H. E. No. 025887 tor Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

swy,

sec.

u;

ruary, 1920.
rinimnnt names as witnesses:
Juan De Mata Mares, Emilio Abeyta
Aspito Lujan, Encarnación Lucero, all
of Roy, N. M.
;.27

FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register

Why Should He? The World I His.
"An Englishman comes Into a draw
Ina room ns If he owned it An Amer
ican conies Into a drawing room as
If ho didn't care a damn who owned
It." London Sketch.

Office

at uayton, new

November-25- .

wm,

1919.

Nrtifo ia herebv eiven that Mariano
A. Chavez Jr., of Albert, union io.,
,
New Mexico, who, on December
Homestead Entry, No.
M'UiA for WV. SWVi. Sec. 20, WV4
i in.,
NWVi, Section 29, Township
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
fli,i nntino nf intention to make Final
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, beiore
i?
H. Foster. U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico, on
the Seventh day of January mm.
riaimnnr, nnmes as w:tnes3es:
F. Pclorde. of Albert, New
Mexico, Geo. Gonzales, of Roy, New
Mevir-n- .
K. A. Chavez, or AiDert, new
Mexico, D. M. Valdez, of Kephart, New
Mexico.

PAZ VALVERDE.
Register.

Buick Co.

n

713 Douglass St.

E. Las Vegas,

that Pedro

in Vierpliv

.

EVfc

South-Wester-

November 25, 1919.

12-2-

NWVi Sec. 14: NEVi NEVi, section
IS. Twn 20N.. Rne 24E.. N. M. P. M
has filed notice of intention to make
Thrpo Ypar Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W. H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner
at Roy, N. M., on the 3rd day of Feb

on hand

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
- Office
at uayton, imbw mcivU

xt4!,o

A

1920, M odel"K"s

12 27

Maestas, of Mosquero, Union Co., New
Mexico, who, on uecemoer .m,
023472,
made Homestead Entry, No.
18 N.,
Township
31,
for SEV4. Section
Range 29 E., N. M. P. Meridian, nas
filed notice of intention to make Final
Claimant names as witnesses:
rrv...
v0.. Prnnf. to establish claim
Frank Aldies. Leandro Martinez
described, before K
Seferino Garcia, Juan de Jesus San. to the land above
S. Commissioner, ai ma
U.
Foster,
II.
M.
Roy,
N.
doval, all of
ffice at Roy, New Mexico, on me im
FRANCISCO UJiLUAU'u,
Register day of January, 1920.
Claimant names as wimes-wsti::i;t Mnninvn. Andres Pacheco,
t
Tia Papa. Svlveno Mastas, all
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of Mosquero, New Mexico
IT Alt
V.JUV a
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
egwwa.
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexio

the SEy NWVi;

Soda Fountaiu,

tiick

Will Build Them

1

New Mex.ve

S T R E N G T II
Condensed Statement of Condition of the

S

T
A
B

ROY Trust and Savings BANK
t m oo noiiot fnr hv the State Bank Ex
1919
aminer at the close of business, Nov. 17th

L

RESOURCES
$279,703. 04
Loans & Discounts,
2,500.00
U'S. Bonds,
3,530.00
Real Estate, Furn.& Fixt.
óó.w
Overdrafts,
114,012.60
Exch.
Sight
and
Cash
$400,083.12

I
T

LIABILITIES
Capital, Surplus and Undi- -

I

Y

-

Deposits,

S

E
C

U

R
I

T
$43,649.81
356,433,31

Y

$400,083.12
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"Yes," he continued calmly, "it was
pretty bad. She married a cub of a
naval officer and Is traipsing around
the world on the chance of hitting the
right port and lunching with him once."
Andrea's hand went to her breast
and stayed there as though to imprison
her fluttering heart "White Man,"
she said, "please don't do that to me
again ever. You see, I've always been
silly about things that get hurt."
"Forgive me," he said. "I was

thoughtless."
"Careless, perhaps ; thoughtless,
never," said Andrea, smiling once more.
"Well," she went on, clasping her
hands and throwing her head back,
"I'm for your sister. The woman that
could make up that trunk is a genius."
"She would be," remarked theman
enigmatically.

'

Andrea paused In her thoughts ; then
came wide awake and looked at him
narrowly.

"White Man, didn't a woman make
up that trunk?"
"No, there are few women living
that could. Think it out. That trunk
was all bone, muscle and sinew with
an

after-dinn-

cigarette at the

bot-

tom. Why, the last time I saw Malsie
she had two small moving vans and a
wicker house she thought she was
going to bring with her. I'd fixed it
with a quartermaster to drop the lot
overboard In the night and at the last
moment She never even heard of this

trunk."
During his long speech the color had
been rising in Andrea's cheeks.
"I
don't think I like you as much as 1
did," she said slowly. "Somehow you
were getting too good to be true. You
bought and packed all those things
yourself."
He met her gaze steadily. "Don't,"
he whispered, "don't let's be old."
"All right," said Andrea with a quick
shrug of one shoulder. "But you've
"I Didn't Put On the Leggings," She known lots of women, haven't you?"
Said Shyly.
"You exaggerate," he answered, smilhe said shyly. It was as though in ing. "I've met lots of women."
"Pshaw 1" said Andrea. 'That's anchanging back to ways and clothes
like those of childhood she had sud- other old crock of a shibboleth. Some
denly rid herself of the hardening men know lots about women a jolly
sight too much."
years between.
That's different from knowing wom"You were right," said the man.
"They're for the brush and when mos- en " said M'sungo quietly. "It's no
shibboleth, that old belief. Woman,
quitoes are bad."
Her face lit with pleasure. "You'll to man, Is an eternal voyage of discoverya land of valleys and peaks,
let me go Into the brush?"
"Never alone," he answered quickly. of lights and shadows, of storm and
"But you may go with me whenever aching peace. Continents and oceans
are lost In her untraveled heart, and
and wherever you like."
"And may I still call you just White when she throws wide her arms, the
Man? Somehow it seems impertinent way is open to Heaven and Hell."
"I'm going to bed," murmured Annow."
"Don't tease me," said the man drea, and stole away.
lightly and then his face fell. "Don't
make rue feel old."
It was just as well for Andrea that
"Old I" cried Andrea. "Who could be she had gone early to bed, for at five
old tonight? Why, White Man, we're o'clock of the next morning a rock
we're kids."
was hurled at her door that almost
Be laughed in his sudden relief. "So burst It in.
we are. So we shall be."
"Didn't that get her?" yelled M'sun-go'- s
"Excuse me," said Andrea solemnly.
voice from half across the kraal.
"Did I hear you laugh?"
"No, Master," answered Bathtub.
At that he laughed again, not up- "Missis sleep plenty hard, same like
roariously, but as though his slow plckanln."
ralle hjd become vocal for the occaShe slipped on her bathrobe, opened
sion. Andrea nodded In a pleased way the door and put out her head. "Were
as If she were congratulating herself you calling me?" she asked with early
on guessing aright; It was a laugh. morning dignity.
When the liqueurs and the coffee came
"Not exactly," answered the white
he started chasing a pellet of bread man In the same tone. "Breakfast in
around an empty plate with a straight, twenty minutes ; bath when you come
small finger. "You fit one," she said, home." He turned to give orders to
"and we'll have a race."
a group of his captains.
The man watched her indulgently,
Andrea was instantly thrilled to the
Presently he new adventure. She called to Bathtub
hut
filled two glasses. "My dear Andrea to bring her washstand and water and
Pellor," he said gravely, "let us drink rubbed one bare foot against the other
to all the hearts In the world tonight In Impatience until he was out of the
that are happy and unafraid."
way; then she dressed feverishly and
She stood up to the toast, and after ran out
it they sat la a long silence. It was In ten minutes they had breakfasted ;
Andrea that broke It "You know, In five more they were oft. A long line
of blacks preceded them, behind came
White Man, I'm a woman."
"Of course you are," he said quickly, M'sungo's gunbearer, water boys, Bathtub, a carrier or two, and an ancient
a wary look coming Into his eyes.
"Yes," said Andrea. "So of course, donkey half hidden under on enormous
cowboy saddle.
loo. Tm curious."
He gave the deep sigh of relief of
"What a funny looking old donkey I"
one who finds that the Ice Is quite remarked Andrea. "What's he for?"
thick, after oil. "Specify, please."
"For you, when you get tired," an"Well." said Andrea. . "It's that swered M'sungo.
"Really I For me?" said Andrea.
frunk. I've puzzled and puzzled, but
I can't make out quite how that trunk "What's his name?"
M'sungo threw back his head and
happened."
"And no wonder," said M'sungo. laughed softly. "Why," he said, "I
"It's simple enough, however, to the never thought I'd have to tell any one
male mind. Let me help yon. When when I named him. We ca'l him MarI came out eight months ago my sister guerite. I named him after a friend
was with me just about your size, of mine."
just about your age. That trunk was
"Was she as ugly as all that?"
meant for ber and bad been sent ahead
"Oh, no. She's about the prettiest
with my kit She never needed It" woman I ever knew, but she was just
He paused and added, "I lost her at like him Inside. Try to head him off
Cape Town."
some time."
,
tears
"Oh !" cried Andrea,
"The best way to head off a woman,"
jprlitglng to her eyes.
mused Andrea, "is to marry her."
absent-mindedl-

TAftP

Author of "Home," Through Stained Glass," "John Bogardus," Etc
tyyfy
was thinking that noontime would
never come. M'sungo was too engrossed with his work to notice her.
She kept on, riding her nerve, until she
felt that in another moment she must
topple over; then she laid a quivering
hand on his arm. He turned quickly,
looked at her face gone white in spite
of the heat and cursed himself aloud.
He led her through the fringe of the
forest to the deep shade at its open
edge, made her lie down and showed
her that a helmet right side up on the
ground, makes an excellent pillow.
"I'm off. Promise you won't be
lonely, for it will be hours before I
get back."
Andrea's lower Up trembled. "Aren't
you coming for lunch?"
He looked down, at her and shook
his head. "There may come days of
picnics, youngster, but they're a long

.

la His Eyes Was a Gleam

Unbeliev-

ably Wicked.
Along one side, the
greenwood.
side away from the fringe of the forest was a long line of smoke spirals.
He waved at them. "D' you see what
they're doing? Our axes ran out so
here we're felling In the old native
way with a ring of Are at the foot of
each doomed tree."
By eight o'clock the sun was at Its
full strength and Andrea was thankful
Indeed for her Dita helmet : bv ten she

)

M'sungo led the march home; the
donkey came next with his nose glued
to M'sungo's back and with Andrea
in the saddle.' Clinging to his tall with
both hands, more as a
than as deterrent came Bathtub, and
behind him the long rank and file.
Andrea was still sniffing a little, but
d
face, like a child's,
her
was already cloudless.
"I think Marguerite is too funny,"
she said. "He's got his eyes tight shut
and he's steering himself by his nose
In your shirt Will yon please tell
Bathtub to let go his tail?"
"Bathtub knows his business," replied M'sungo, but as it happened,
even as be spoke. Bathtub cast off one
drag-anch-

tear-staine-
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hand to receive a lighted white cheroot,
a communal bit of property that had
come up the line of personal attendants, six puffs to a "boy." He never
got a puff, for on feeling less weight
behind, Marguerite opened his eyes,
looked straight back on both sides of
bis lean body at once, flattened his

ears and broke from the path at a
dead run.
The high cantle of the stock saddle
saved Andrea from staying just where
she started from. She was a horse
woman, born and bred, consequently
even while her amazement was at its
height, she wrapped the reins on her
arms, drove her toes Into the bucket
stirrups and straightened her young
back into the long, strong and sawing
pull of calm desperation, for Mar
guerite was headed straight for the
leafy,
branches of a vast
mafuta tree.
Yells of delight resounded from
every black man In sight with exception of poor Bathtub, who had regained his double hand-holonly after
having been jerked from his feet, and
now dangled along like the proverbial
village tin can on the trail of a ter.

g
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Learning a Dangerous Lesson.
while the sun slilues."
quoted the Joyous philosopher.

"Jlakj hay

"It sounds like good advice," replied

Farmer CorntoRsel; "hut scarcity, thej
tell me, Is the cause of high prices,
Did It ever occur to you that the mow
hay you muke the lower the prlct
you're liable to get for It?"
Autocratic Inference.
"I guess we'll out out that line 01
my speech," said Senator Sorghum,
"about my being a public servant"
"It Is n good old phrase."
"Yes, but It has hod Its day. As
household- relationships go just now,
claiming to be a servant sounds just a
trifle bossy."
-

fe1

yi.u--

rified dog.
Above the din came to Andrea's very
busy brain a shout that stood out like
a sudden scream In a long nightmare,
"Marry him or Jump off!" Before she
could grasp the deadly Import of those
words she was hanging like a half- -

NO DISLOYALTY

ALLOWED.

"Is Grace Jealous of her husband?"
"Jealous? Why, on their wedding
trip she wouldn't even let him admire the scenery."
Aversions.
Of all the kids I've known, I'll state.
These cause most discontent
The ones that try to Imitate
The comic supplement.

Queer Action.
"Is Maude color blind?"
"No; why do you ask?" .. .
"Because when she wanted to find
the Green family, she looked In the
Blue Book."

Tact
"I suppose this bread of mine Is
...
not to your liking."
"It makes me pity father when he
hod to eat the kind mother used to
make."
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Beyond Him.

II

"What a wonderful linguist that
Is there any tongue he
man Is!
hasn't mastered?"
"Yes; his wife's."
His Drawback.
"This new writer has a certain rude

strength."
Is the

Market
Women."

"Obolo

Frlftfl
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a limo of the
tree watching Marguerite browse as
though nothing had happened, his tall
still tightly grasped by a now grinning
Bathtub.
Ten minutes later the procession
was under way again In the order
aforementioned with the variation
that the reins of the bridle were knotted to the back of M'sungo's belt. Andrea, too dazed to protest, pondered
over this indignity, but when she finally found her voice she decided to use
it for another purpose.
"I think it was horrid of the blacks
to yell the way they did," she remarked with suspicious meekness.
"Don't yon?"
M'sungo seemed relieved. "I certainly do," he answered promptly. "But
you'll have to accustom yourself to the
fact that obolo is the basic consideration between the black man and all
women in the world."
"What do you mean?" asked Andrea, mystified.
"What's obolo?"
"In this country," explained M'sungo, "obolo Is the market price for
women. The best native authorities,
however, contend that obolo is not a
purchase price but the remuneration
to the father for the board, training
and general keep of his daughter up
to the time of her marriage, and they
base their argument on the fact that
while women are property they are
not chattel, title being nontransferclosed Jacknlfe over

able."

"Can damaged goods be
changed?" inquired Andrea icily.

CHAPTER VI.

In;

Vr

GEORGE AGNEW CHAMBERLAIN

mysterious piles of something or other
that shone straw-gol- d
under the morning sun.
At the first of the heaps M'sungo
stopped. "This," he said, kicking at
the silky colls, "Is the greatest substitute for hemp and sisal that the
world has yet produced. The war has
made It worth well, not quite its
weight in gold, unless you measure It
by sheer profits on the cost of pro- way off."
duction.
It is nothing but the bark "Please come back," she Insisted.
of the teroba trees which make up the
He met her eyes with a hardened
bulk of all the forests In this region, gaze. 'There's not a woman living,"
prepared by hand on a process of my he said slowly, "that will let a man
own."
work when she's around If she can
Andrea looked at the endless piles help It"
of fiber, tons and tons of It stretch"You're thinking of people In love,"
ing away like the posts in a prairie said Andrea to start an argument and
fence. "And you say this Is a secret?" gain time.
she asked Incredulously.
"Of course I was," said the man on
He smiled. "It Is so far," he "an- the Instant "Can't you let me work?"
swered. "But If you knew all the facts
"Beast," said Andrea and rolled over
you wouldn't find It so wonderful. In on her side, one moist hand for a pilthe first place this spot is cut off on low In place of the hard helmet She
nearly all sides by waterless wilder- did not watch him go, she did not see
ness. In the only direction that Isn't Bathtub and another boy arrive with
true, which Is straight down the river, table, chair and lunch basket, all In
there is a wild zone that in four hun- a single small load, for before it hapdred years has never been pacified by pened she was far away in the land
the European dominance of the prov- of Nod. When she awoke she was
ince. Those unsubdued tribes have sorry, for awake the hot hours passed
been my friends in times past and are on laggard feet At midday she ate ;
my allies today. No white man but my- then she tried to read, but by four in
self, has ever crossed their boundaries the afternoon she was desperate for
and lived; consequently they can tell something to do. She determined to
no tales to my harm. Do you begin to sleep again, and just as she was dozing
see?"
off a whisper came to her one of those
Andrea nodded.
carefully measured whispers
that
"Then at the coast," he continued, reach the intended ear and go no far"just within the mouth of the river, ther.
I have a blind In the way of a sisal
"Missis!"
plantation. That gives the excuse for
She turned. "What is it?" she
a steamer with machinery, say, to asked.
come in without arousing suspicion."
"Gashly ! Missis," breathed Bathtub,
"So you are a profiteer on the way and the agony in his appeal to her
to making a war fortune," commented to go slow was so eloquent that she
Andrea.
caught the spirit, If hot the meaning
He flushed more deeply than she had of the word.
yet seen him. "If you stay here long
She raised her head ever to careenough," he said stoutly, "you may fully and looked out over the plain.
understand."
"Oh!" she murmured.
He turned from her and plunged at
A quarter of a mile away a band of
right angles into the forest She fol- sable were grazing, and in a moment
lowed him into the chill air under the she could tell that they were feeding
great trees. AH too soon Andrea came directly toward her. "Ohl" she
out with him into a wide clearing breathed again, "oh, you beauties 1"
which, simultaneously with their arCloser and closer grazed the herd,
rival, began to ring to the blows of stepping daintily from
tuft to tuft of
many axes. Through all its length It fodder. Their black and
white faces,
swarmed with blacks at work; some the sweep of their arching horns, their
felling trees, some stripping them of brown bodies that glistened In the sun
bark, others gathering It and still as though they had been groomed,
others stacking the bared wood and their nervous flicking bobbed tails,
cleaning up the general litter accordtheir incredibly slim legs, combined
ing to the most approved rules of mod- all the attributes of fascination-bea- uty,
ern forestry.
vigor, strength, motion and
They wafted up the wide swath of filled
the eyes of the watchers to overthe clearing slowly, with many stops flowing.
'
on the part of M'sungo to encourage,
In the van of the herd stepped a
direct or criticize. They passed be- mighty bull, his tiny hoofs litlng high
yond the ringing of the axes Into a as though
he boasted that his weight
region pungent with the smell of burn- - was really nothing.
Straight toward
the forest and Andrea he led his little
army until presently she could smell
the stable odor of their bodies. Her
heart was beating like a trip hammer.
She tried to hold her breath. Her
bosom rose and fell in a fluttering
undulation. The bull looked up and
saw her. His horns went back and
he squatted, hesitating on the brink
of the mighty spring of fright. In his
eyes was a gleam unbelievably wicked.
Then the crack of a rifle, the thud
of a bullet in flesh, a body hurled into
the air by the death-thro- e
and falling
In a heap, legs doubled up, neck Outstretched, blood gurgling from nostrils and mouth!
Andrea burled her face in her lap,
trying to blot out the sight from her
eyes, and sobbed as though her heart
were breaking. She did not hear the
wild cry of Bathtub, nor see his crazy
gyrations about the prostrate brute,
but 'when the white man spoke her
mind leaped to meet the justification
In his words, without which she felt
she could never have looked upon his
face agan.
"Stop your crying," he said sharply.
"When a sable bull gets as close as
that, there's no telling which way he's
going to go."

.
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"That's so," agreed M'sungo promptly, "but friendship has limits."
They were necessarily walking In
single file on the narrow path and
Andrea was behind him. She looked
quizzically at his back and wished she
could see his face Instead. But her
attention was soon drawn to other
things. They had come to the fringe
of the forest Spaced from two to
three hundred yards apart and set well
out from the shadow of the trees were

2

lie was dressed as she was, tit for
tnt, except for the big black bow and
the ver? short skirt; and, like ber, his
hands were thrust, boy fashion, in the
side pockets of his open khaki jacket.
As she came close their eyes met and
smiled. "I didn't put oa the leggings,"

m
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Andres Peltor, handsome daughter of Lord Pellor, Impecunious aristocrat,
is doomed to marry an Illiterate but wealthy middle-ari- d
diamond mine owner.
She disconsolately wanders from her hotel In Bouth Africa, and discovers an
Impulsively,
fly
from
beach.
to
course
Imagining; that the
the
about
of
aviator
trip will be merely a pleasant excursion, she begs to be taken for a flight,
although she does not know htm. He somewhat unwillingly agrees, and they
start When she realises her unknown aviator Is not going back Andrea In
desperation tries to choke him with one of her stockings. He thwarts her and
they sail on Into, the very heart of Africa. Landing In an Immense craul,
Andrea finds the natives all bow In worship to her mysterious Companion. She
is given a slave boy, "Bathtub," and the White Man sets about building a hut
for her. White Man continues deaf to Andrea's pleadings to be restored to
her friends. She goes on a day's hunting trip with Whits Man and thoroughly
enjoys the exciting experience.

Continued.
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ANDREA IS FAST BECOMING RECONCILED TO HER FATE.
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Andrea has

venture

in

a thrilling
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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"Then how could he expect to succeed In polite literature?"
Quite Enough.

'The cook says she wants some mora
crash In the kitchen."
"I must say I don't since I heard
ber washing the dishes out there."
He Knew.
"Don't you realize how much your
life means to me?"
"Sure; if I die you get my Insurance."
I

Cheap 8ympathy.
"Closeman lets his friends' misfortunes touch him deeply, doesn't he?"
"Yes; without letting his friends do
the same thing, however."
Lost Experiences.
"I wonder what cotton gin could
have tasted like?"
"I guess It was the kind that left
the woolly taste In your mouth."

Sympathetic.
I give my voice for a
permanent standing army.
Mrs. Dull Why don't you want the
poor things to sit down?
Mr. Smart

Quite Right.
"Ma. I am going to give Mr. Smith
his conge."
"Of course, you give it to hlra. You
hadn't any business to take It from
him In the first place."
Still at His Trade.
Jack Tar Hello, Jluksl What are
you doing nowadays?
Landlubber Carpentering.
Jack Tar What are you building?
Landlubber Air castles.

Sure Thing.
"It was a silk umbrella," said the
hotel boarder, "and It had a long rosewood handle that was booked In -- the
end."

'.That's nothing," said the hotel
How Eaglet 8eeure Prey.
clerk. "I had an umbrella with a gold
Eagles usually hunt in pairs, one handle once, and It was hooked In the
bird frightening the prey from its end, too."
hiding place and the other pouncing
on it as it tries to escape.
Naturally.
Títere is no use in splitting hairs
English monarch have reigned an In that argument"
average of 23 years. In Eussla the
"Why not?"
average was only 16.
"Because it Is over bald facts."
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COFJPOST PILE IS FERTILE SOURCE OF
VALUABLE MATERIAL
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Much Activity in the Interstitial
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Gland

Business

FRANCISCO. This Interstitial gland business Is getting to be pretty
out at the San Quentin prison or else the press agent Is putting
something across on the editors. Here's story No. 1. as printed in the news-pers:

'.

Deeply penitent because the de
pendents of Anton Schoenibs, San
Francisco detective, have been robbed
of his support. Floyd Lee McClure.
who killed Schoembs, today offered to
auction his Interstitial gland? to the
highest bidder as a benefit to the

".a ;

HOW MUCH

IID
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widow and children of Schoembs. McClure had been told that a business
man had written to doctors at San
Quentin prison offering $10,000 for the
'
youin-givminterstitial glands or a
murderer soon to be hanged there.
"It Is not a very pleasant thought." Raid McClure, "and I would rather
not talk about It, but I'll tell the world I'm game for the operatiou even If
It Is done before I hang.
"I would do anything to make amends for my crime anything in the
world to help the widow of Schoembs. "I wouldn't mind doing anything If
I could get the $10,000.
I'll be glad to undergo the operation on condition llmt
the money goes to Mrs. Schoembs." ,
McClure killed Schoembs In San Francisco when the detective climbed
on the running board of the automobile McClure and William E. Chastain
had stolen.
Here Is story No. 2: While her two little daughters clung to her skirts,
Mrs. Antone Lupa ra tearfully renounced any Intention to contest for the
$10.000 offered by a wealthy business man In event her husband Is hanged
at San Quentin prison. She tried to explain In broken English that $10,000
or a million for that matter would not recompense her for the life of her
husband.
"If I took the money." she said. "It would bring me only unhnpplnesK.
Every dollar would remind me of my husband's death on the gallows. He
was n good husband. 1 would die at my work before I would profit by my
g
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In Composting

(Prepared by the United Btates Department of Agriculture.)
According to the United States department of agriculture specialists, Ihe
compost pile Is a fertile source of valuable materlul for replenishing the plunt
food supplies of the soil. Proper utilisation of the compost saves much fertilizing material which ordinarily Is
wasted on the average farm. The expense of making the compost heap Is
slight as compared with the fertilizing
value of the resultant material.
Compost Heap Essential.
The essentials of the compost henp
are to equip It with a water-tigh- t
foundation by puddling clay. This Is done
by spreading the clay 10 to 12 Inches
thick and then moistening and trampling It thoroughly. A- framework of
logs or lumber should be built up
around the pile and Increased In height
as the compost heap Is built higher.
Building Compost Pile.
A layer of leaves, straw, grass, or
even weeds, about 18 Inches In depth,
-
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Manure,

should be placed over the cíay foundation. Above this a layer of manure 5
or 6 Inches deep should be distributed,
and If raw rock phosphate Is available,
from 50 to 80 pounds should be scat'
tered broadcast over the manure. Then
another layer of manure should be
added and the process continued. It Is
essential to keep the pile of refuse
moist by sprinkling It frequently. It
Is also necessary to keep the compost
heap well packed and tramped. Ordinarily It takes about a year for the
stable refuse In a compost heap to rot
sufficiently for use, when It should be
spread on the land In the lute fall.
Manure Thoroughly Rotted.
The fundamental value of the compost pile comes from the fact that the
manure Is thoroughly rotted and Its
plant food content is in excellent condition for Immediate soil use when applied to the fields, while during Its
period of decomposition It Is maintained In excellent condition to resist
leaching and weathering.
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MONTHS OF HEAVY HARVESTS

Farmer Should Pick Out Those Whose
Removal Would Be of Benefit to

September Is Most Prolific, Having
High Percentages for Many

Remaining Ones.

Important Crop.

CUTTING TREES
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Sherman's March to the Sea.
On November 1C, In 1804, General
Sherman began his march from Atlanta to the sea. The punióse of the
march was to go through Georgia from
Atlanta- to Savunnnh, cutting a swath
00 miles wide, thereby splitting the
Confederacy and destroying (lie great
source of supply of the Southern nrmy.
The troops, 00,000 in number, lived on
the country through which they passed.
There was little bloodshed throughout the march, but the im-through
which the army passed was utterly
Uallronds, crops, factories,
denuded.
horses, clothing everything
wus appropriated or destroyed.

husband's death."

Tires

Boy Finds New Use for Automobile

Small

A number of large automobile tires rolling blithely down
high rate of speed caused a traffic blockade at
hill tit

DENVEll.

Tenth

and Franklin streets several afternoons last week. Passing pedestrians und
amaze
autoists stood in
ment, looking at what appeared to be
auto tires endowed with life, some
rolling with perfect balance, othere
d
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Important to Mother
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOK1A, that famous old remedy
for infants and children, and see that it

ofW2fei

Signature
In Use for Over 80 Yeárs.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Microcline.

GREEN'S

'

A

BEM

BAD

Often Caused by
oid-Sfomo- oh

variety of feldspar,
characterized by cleavages at right
angles to one another. It has a vitreous luster and Is white to cream-yelloIn color, and sometimes red or
green. The betiutlful green varieties
are known as Aninznn stotle and are
occasionally
cut for semiprecious
stones. The ordinary mleroclliie, which
Is found both as crystals and in masses
In granitic rocks, is of common occurrence ; excellent specimens are
found at Magnet Grove, Ark.
Mierocllne

Standard cold remedy fat 2i ytm
in UDJCl lorro un, sure, no
coia in 1
opiates oreM up
relieves fnp in 3 aayi.
. bonrt
Moner back if it fails. The
genuine box lias a km
t
op WHO
ar. mum
nicture.
AUDrmg
Stm
At

Is a

AUGUST FLOWER.

Constipation ipvites other troubles
which come speedily unless quickly
checked and overcome by Green's
August Flower which is a gentle laxative, regulates digestion
both in
stomach and intestines, cleans and
sweetens the stomach and alimentary
canal, stimulates the liver to secrete
the bile and impurities from the blood.
It is a sovereign remedy used in many
thousands of households nil over the
civilized world for more than half a
century by those who have suffered
with Indigestion,
nervous dyspepsia,
sluggish liver, coining up of food, palpitation, constipation and other intestinal troubles." Sold by druggists
and dealers everywhere. Try a bottle,
take no substitute. Adv.

nyon
How em
with
iouf, gatcy
tomach, who ta con at ttnt) y halcMna;. feaa
heartburn and auffara from Indifaatton hav
anything bat a bad breath? Alt of the
atom acta dieordara mean Juat one thing
EATON IC, the wonderful new atomactr
remedy In pleaaant tenting tablet form that
you eat Ilka a bit of candy, brlnga quick
relief from theae tomach mtiHrlea. KATON-I- C
aweetena the breath because It makee th
atomach aweet, cool and comfortable, Try t
for that naaty taete, congested throat an
"heady feeling' after toe much amoklng.
may cauee) yott
Jf neglected,
a lot of eerloua trouble. It lead a to nr
vounnena, headache, Inaomnta, melancholia,
rheumatlam, aclat lea, heart trouble, ulcer
and cancer of the atomach. It makee Ha
mflllona of victima weak and mlaarable,
llatleaa, lacking In energy, all tired out. It
often brlnga about chronic tnvalldiam,
old age, a ahortentng of one'a daya.
You need the help that EATON 1C can glv
you If you are not feeling aa atrong and
welt as you ahould. Tou will be eurnrtard
to eee how much better you will feel junt a
eoon aa you begin taking thin wondarfut
atomach remedy, (let a big 60 cent box
from your drugglat today. He will return
your money If you ara not aattafled.

IATOMIC
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PARKER'S

i IJAIR BALSAM
Record Pecan Crop.
laaaaiwIiaiMlraffiaiiaUaJrl'MltBfJ
VlVwDl,-- f W kXhlit
T'nnn flnspr observation the tires
San Saba, Texas, bus won nntional
Kestorea law and
Grayaod Faded Hair
were found to be filled with small boys reputation ns the home of the paper-she3wtyt
I
sue. and tlM at dnurlirta.
i
curled snugly In the Inside of the rim
pecan. This season has been par1 yyjjfflwws Pern. Wai.FntfhngBe.y.T
and hugely enjoying the surprise of ticularly cdiipted to this species of HINDEfiCORNS Remorse Onrna, Cal
ece atona all
eanurea comfort feo tbet
the passersby..
food and 1019 will go down in history lotiMe,
fefe, auke walking eany. lfcc bt nmll or at Urug-- ! 1
.
Tire racing Is the latest fad In the as the banner year for Snn Sabn gUta. Uteooa Uwttioai work, fttoAogue, K I.
sport realm of the small boy, and the lrtd whose fnther owns an automobile pecans. A conservative estimate gives
eosimrttv srMcvirjbr rv iwr'.
IdmU.
rr lMk. Or. C7H. r
and a number of old tires is the most popular member of his group.
the present crop as 50 or 00 carloads. FRECKLES Ca
1S7S MicMaut Ammm. CMcaaa.
The tires are hauled to the top of the hill, and in order to make the
The product from a single tree Is
ar Merchant desiring: to sell or
race successful, twice as many boys as there are tires are requtred. When selling for $45 per tree unthrashed, Farmers
enrhanire their property, write deqcrtblni
the contestants are properly curled In the tires, with feet and hands firmly while the retail value is from 17 cents fully. V. J. Winter, Uas & Blee. Btdf , Denver
ve them a push and to 25 cents per pound. Many of the
braced, the boys behind the tires, called the starters,
away they go, spinning down the two blocks of unbroken hill, ending ut trees have nn average oC 800 pounds.
surpriainily soon, throat Inflammation disap'
One buyer has contracted for 350,000
Tenth and Franklin.
pears, Irritation is relieved and throat tick-listops, when you use reliable,
d
pounds.
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(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Trees well suited for fuel and whose
removal will be of benefit to the remaining stand of trees In the woodlot

are:
Sound, dead trees, both standing and
down.
Trees diseased or seriously Injured
by Insect attacks, or those extremely
liable to such Injury, such as chestnut
In the region subject to blight, or birch
In the gypsy-mot- h
area; badly
flre-scarr-

trees.
Crooked trees and
short-holetrees which will not make
large-crowne- d

d
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An Old Woodlot Which Is Grazed
Very Little Grata and No Young

Tlmoer.
good lumber and which, are crowding
or overtopping others.
Trees which have been overtopped
by others, stunting their growth.
trees crowding
species of equal value, provided they are not themselves suited
for a higher use, as, for example,
white oak.
Slow-growin- g

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
There are some months In which
f
more than
of the national
crop Is harvested. June barely misses
being such a month for strawberries.
In July 52, 53, and 58 per cent of the
entire harvest Is performed for barley,
oats, and raspberries, and 72 and 74
per cent for rye and timothy hay. August hi, almost devoid of a harvest of
f
of the total, and
more than
the list has only timothy seed, with
54 per cent of the entire harvest, September, on the other hund, is most ÁlasI
Camouflage
Is An Age of
prolific of such harvests. The pen'
centages representing sorghum for
sirup, tobacco, clover seed, dry beuns.
YORK. This Is an age of camouflage. Yes; of course the word has
Maybe It Isn't used any more In our best Journalistic
and flaxseed are 52, 53, 54, 55, and 5i NEW overworked.
The high fractions are 64, 65, and 61 circles. l!ut it's an age of camouflage just the same. Now take the case of
per cent for hops, buckwheat, and John Smith of the East end, up for
cranberries. Las of all Is October'
examliiation In a case of assault and
rou 010 A
harvest of sugar beets, 06 per cent of battery. He did not deny that Ernll
FlflE 10- 6according
to
up
the
whole
harvest,
Joe
the
Kmlison hired him to beat
bureau of crop estimates.
Lansky or that he got $5 from Ernll
for beating up Joe. But lie strongly
denied that he did beat up Joe, FinalPERSONAL VISIT TO MARKET ly they got the truth out of John, who
thus explained the seeming InconsisShipper Will Be More Than Repaid tencies of his statement:
in Picking Up Many Important
"When a fellow Is hired to do up
Little Details.
another guy be goes and tells him
about It. Then they get together and
(Prepared by the United States Departthey stick courtplaster all over the guy's face and tie a bandage around his
ment of Agriculture.)
bead with a little beef blood showing through and put his arm In a sling.
A personal visit to the market which
The guy who wants him done up looks him over and thinks he got his money's
the shipper patronizes will more than
worth."
repay expenses,
for points which
Is crime not to be depended upon to be
Now this Is art, but Is It honest?
Imseem trivial to him are often very
It seems? We know that our leather chairs are not made of hide, hut
what
portant to dealers, and the producer
of old rubber boots anil condensed milk. We know that chicken salad Is
should get the proper market perspectfrequently made of veal. We undestand that our sealskin coats are made
grower
ive. Such a visit enables the
from the fur of the muskrat and that our linen is cotton, Knowing, nobody
to get Into personal touch with the cares. Dnt It hail been supposed that crime was above substitution. Here
distributors, to select a reliable rep- we have a detailed description of camouflage assault.
resentative, to learn the difficulties
When thugs become too Ingenious to kick In the libs of the persons they
receiver launder which the car-lo- t
paid to assault and resort to camouflage to make the patron think he is
are
bors, and to appreciate the problems
something just as good, whither are we drifting?- getting
with which he is constantly confronted.
one-hul-

one-hal-
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Coughs Crow Detter '
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This

fast-growi-

ELIMINATE ALL SCRUB SIRES

Gold

Star

Ingenious

in tlie Window- - for Marijane,

Aged 6

There is a gold star In Ihe window of 82.') North Lamon avenue
daughter of Otto E. Smith, u
of Marijune, the
brakemau on the North Western railroad. One night Marijane climbed up In
.
her mother's lap and asked all about
IN CATTLE
BIG ADVANTAGE
stars In the window. J hen she ex(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
plained about Miss Mills, her teacher
Animals Assimilate Large Quantities
grade at the Nash
in the
That ofllcals In every
of Roughage and Waste Feeds
school.. Each time they were perfect
counly In the country should take a
and Aid Fertility.
In their lessons the teacher gave them
census of the sires In' their respective
a little slip marked "100 per cent."
territories, so that the elimination of
DepartUnited
States
(Prepared by the
When they got ten of these she gave
scrub sires may be carried on sysment of Agriculture.)
Is a suggestion which has
a gold star.
tematically,
them
One of the chief advantages In keepbeen made recently on behalf of vari"I'm going to get a gold star," said
large
they
assimilate
Is
that
ing cattle
Marijane. "When I do will you put it
ous live stock Interests as a result of
quantities of roughage and waste feeds the agitation for better sires instituted
up in the window?"
and carry thera to market themselves by ihe United States department of
"Yes, dear," the mother wild. "And
The
In a more concentrated form.
when you get your gold star father will give you a dollar and I'll get you a
agriculture.
marof
saved
labor
Is
the
thus
farmer
nice little bunk."
keting balky farm products, and the
One afternoon Marijane came home with triumph and pride In her eyes.
fertility remains on the farm.
STOP TUBERCULOSIS IN HOGS
"I've got my ten slips," she announced. "Monday I'll get my gold star."
That Monday when the mother left for her work downtown, she promBENEFITS OF FARM ANIMALS Prevention Llee In Pasteurization of ised to bring the bank home with her.
Milk Fed to Animals and Cook- - -The fatiier returned from his work first. His little girl greeted him
ing Various Feeds.
with the great news.
Profitable Work Furnished During
"Celebrate with some candy," the father said. He gave her a nickel and
Winter., Season Remunerative
(Prepared by tlie United States Departshe ran out for the sweets.
Labor Distributed.
ment of Agriculture.)
The candy shop was at Chicago and Lamon avenues, on the other side
Prevention of tuberculosis in hogs of the street. West on Chicago avenue a street car was coining. Behind it
(Prepared by the United States Departlies in the pasteurization of milk fed came a big automobile.
d
ment of Agriculture.)
It was driven by Henry A. FInlay, 224 North
avenue, Ouk Park. With him were Mrs. FInlay and their
The keeping of farm animals fur- to hogs, especially that from cream.
nishes profitable work during the win- eries, and In allowing hogs to feed boy Alfred.
Behind the street car ran Marijane, intent upon her candy. Mr. Finlay
ter, when other work la less pressing behind adult cattle only when the catand when they require most care. tle have passed the tuberculin test; saw the child and swerved his machine against an electric light pole in an efThlB distributes temunerative labor also in thoroughly cooking all garbage,
fort to avert the tragedy. The machine was wrecked and all three occupants
throughout the year more evenly than offal, or carcasses before they are fed thrown out. But it was too late. A fender had struck Marijane and fractured
to hogs.
otherwise would be possible.
her skull.
slow-growi-

,

Suggested That Census of All Animals
Be Taken to Aid Campaign for
Better Stock.

stock-raisin-
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Elm-woo-

three-year-ol- d
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time-teste-

Circumventing the Barrage.
Mrs. Newedd John, we'll have to
have a speaking tube from the dining
room to the kitchen.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Newedd Why?
I
Mrs. Newedd Well, must get some
OF ART OF BLUFF
way of talking to the cook without MASTER
having her throw dishes ut me. BosIndianapolis Youth Had Provided Himton Evening Transcript.
self With Material for Emergency
Ho Had Foreseen.
The prices of cotton and linen have
been doubled by the war. Lengthen
Two Indianapolis girls, who nre vcry
their service by using Red Cross Bag
Blue in the laundry. All grocers, 5c. close chums, always ulmre confidence
about their respective admirers. Now
Alice has one, who Is much given
A Faet Thinker.
"This long, dark hair on your coat, fits of temper, during which he always bids her an eternal farewell n
Henry?"
gives her hack all her little gifts, but
"Oh er n horsehair, my ove."
"Most likely! And no doubt you the next day, or at the most n few- -'
days later, he again visits her ai!
got It in tin automobile?"
"Exactly, my dear. The seat cover- makes peace overtures.
The other girl had long listener
ing wns worn through and some of tlie
sympathetically to him whenever slw
stuffing came out.'" Birmingham
happened to be along during a qniir-re- l.
But the other evening she listened to one which really amused her.
Cutleura for Pimply Facta.
And when the young man dramatical))'
To remove pimples and blackhead
mear them with Cntlcura Ointment tore up a poem he had written t
Wash off in Ave minutes with Cutl- Alice she almost laughed.
Tlie next morning she did really
eura Soap and hot water. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for laugh when she retraced her steps of
dally toilet purposes. Don't fail to In- the night before and fouud Just what
clude Cutleura Talcum. Adv.
she had expected blank pieces of paper. The man had provided himself
with a folded paper, exactly like tb
A War Sufferer.
The fluest It's awful to think of one on which was the poem he prlaed
so highly, and had It ready for Jufifc
the suffering caused by the war.
The Porter I'll say so. Take me. such an emergency as this one. "Well,
f 'instance. I was In vaudeville with tills beats even crocodile tenrs," ejacuu swell monologue In German dialect, lated the girl, as she viewed the torn
but I couldn't get a bookln' during the bits.
war an' bad to take this job.
Natural Mistake.
"I hear that the cook Subbubs mar-lie- d
Must Be One or the Other.
has left him."
"That gentleman who Just entered
"Yes; force of habit"
Is a free ihlnkcr."
. "Oh, Indeed ! Is he a bachelor or a
Well?
Philadelphia Record.
widower?"
TenderfootIsn't it great to be well?
First-Clas- s
ScoutYes. Especially
Often It is found that the patient
when you're sick. Boys' Life.
is bluffing when the doctor calls.
19.

Age-Heral-

SAFE, GENTLE REMEDY
BRINGS SURE RELIEF
For 200 years COLD MEDAL Ilssr-- 1 you need. Take Uires or four every day.
lem Oil hns enabled suffering human- The healing oil soaks into the ceils and

ity to withstand attacks oí kidney,
liver, bladder and stomach troubles
and all diseases connected with the
urinary organs, ud to build tp and
by
restore to nealth organs weakened
disease. These most important organs
must be watched, because they filter
and purify the blood: unless they do
their work you aro doomed.
Weariness, sleeplessness, Berrous-fees- s,
despondency, backache, Btomacn
trouble, pains in the loins and lower
abdomen, eraTel, rheumatism, sciatica
and lumbago all warn you of trouble
wiüi your kidneys. GOLD MEDAL
JiMriem PÜ Capsules art tos remedy

lining of the kidneys and drives out
the poisons. New hie and health will
surely follow. When your normal vigor
baa been restored continue treatment
for a while to keep yourself in condition and prevent a retara of th disease,
Don't wait until yon are IncapaMe of
fighting.
Start taking GOLD MICDAI
lour
Haarlem Oil Capsules today.
druggist will cheerfully refund your
money if you are not satisfied with
results. But be sure to get the original
imported GOLD MEDAL and accept no
Sealed,
In three sites.
substitutes.
packages. At all drug stores.
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XMAS SEAL MONEY

BED GROSS OFFICIAL

TO BE SPENT LOCALLY
91.7 Per Cent, of All Funds Raised n Any State Remain There
to Carry Out the Local

Programs.

APPROVES SEAL SALE
Dr. Livingston Farrand,

Chair-

man of the Central Committee,
American Red Cross, Expresses
Hope

That Public

Will

Give

Generous Support.
IS

FUND

NATIONAL

SMALL.
SALE

National Tuberculosis Association and
American Red Cross Share Re- malnlng 8.3 Per Cent

A1

"For the Health of This Community." Such Is the slogan
appearing on the flap of envelopes on which the lied Cross
Christmas Seal Is printed. The issue
of such envelopes in order to save the
trouble of affixing gummed seals to
letters sent out In quantity by large
corporations and business houses has
been Inaugurated this year as part of
the machinery of distribution set in
motion by the National Tuberculosis
Association and Its 1,000 State and local organizations In disposing of more
than 650,000,000 Red Cross Christmas
Seals during the ten day sale which
began on December L
The significance of the slogan lies in
the fact that whether the letter Is
mailed in Los Angeles or Boston, In
Chicago or In Galveston It still holds
literally
true. "This community"
means the place where the seal Is
bought and used. To be exact, 01.7
per cent of the funds raised Is devoted

T

IS

NOW

UNDER

WAY.

More Than 630,000,000 Seals Must Be
Disposed of to Insure the Success of

Educational and
the Natlon-Wld- e
Preventive Campaign of the National Tuberculosis Association In 192a

f

Dr. Livingston Farrand, executive head of the American
Red Cross, has given his unqualified endorsement of the
1919 Red Cross Christmas Seal sale,
which Is now under way and which
will extend for ten days under the
auspices of the National Tuberculosis
Association and its 1,000 allied organizations. A fund of more than $8,500,-00which will be used In the 1920 educational and preventive campaign,
will be raised through the sale of the

0,

seals.
Acquainted

as he Is with all questions of general health community improvement and relief because of the
's
nature of his work and office, Dr.
endorsement Is based upon an
expert knowledge of what the National Tuberculosis Association has acto local
activities in complished and will accomplish In the
the state. Of the remaining 8.3 per future. His letter to Dr. Charles J.
cent a portion goes to the Red Cross.
Hatfield, Managing Director of the National Tuberculosis Association, fol-

WILSON ENDORSES

STAMP 8ALE.

President Wishes "The Very ?est Success" for the 1919 Red Cross Xmas
Seal Campaign.

f

KA.

President Wilson, In a letter
to Dr.
Charles J. 11a
field, Managing Director of
the National Tuberculosis
Association, expresses keen interest In
the work of the association and wishes
success to the 1919 Red Cross Christmas Seal sale. More than 650,000,000
seals must be sold during the ten day
drive which began on December 1, to
assure a one hundred per cent, application of the Association's 1920 educational and preventive campaign. The
t- -.

President's letter follows:
"Allow me to express again my deep
Interest In the work of the National
I am very
Tuberculosis Association.
much Interested to learn of the efforts
of the Association to raise the sum
f
million dollars that
of six and
the sLite budgets may be financed for
the coming year, and write to wish the
very best success of the effort"
one-hal-

t

a chance that we can save
child. If the great army of

the
phi-

lanthropists ever exterminate sin
and pestilence, ever work out tin
race's Salvation, It will be because
a little chilil. has led thorn."
RKD
CROSS
CHRISTMAS
SKAI.S SAVE THK LINKS OF
A ME
ClllI.IMU'N
Itr.y
UK-A-

rl: in

lows

:

"I have been greatly Interested In
the plans that the National Tuberculosis Association Is making for the sale
of Christmas Seals during the coming
holiday season. The success of that
effort Is indispensable to the carrying
out of the farreschlng plans of the
Association In Its fight ugalnst tuberculosis in this country.
"The American people, In common
with the nntlons of Europe, are becoming aroused to she critical Importance of the problem of vitality and
conservation of health as the necessary factor In
the
world after the devastation and destruction caused by the war. Of all
the preventable diseases, tuberculosis
takes perhaps the first place In Importance. For that reason I view with
keenest sympathy and approval the
splendid work which the National Tuberculosis Association is conducting,
and I trust that the response of the
American people in the Christmas Seal
Campaign will be generous and universal. Sincerely yours,
LIVINGSTON FARRAND,
(Signed)
"Chairman, Central Committee, American Red Cross."

CHILDREN.

David Starr Jordan says:
"There is nothing in all
the world so Important as
little children; nothing to
interesting. If you wish to go In
for philanthropy, If ever you wish
to be of any use In the world, do
something for little children.
If
ever you yearn to be truly wise,
study children.
We can dress the
3re, bandage the wound, Imprison
(lie criminal, heal tlie sick and
bury the dead, but there Is always

SÍ

Far-rand-

X

HEALTH

BONDS POPULAR.

demand for the Health
which the Nntlonal
Association Issued
year for the first time are
meeting with a ready sale. The bonds
are In graduated denominations, the
smallest being for $5. In the past
some Of the large business houses and
other large contributors found It difficult to use up the number of Red
Cross Seals their subscriptions cnlled
for. The bonds have been issued for
the convenience of large subscribers
and the proceeds of their sale will be
used for the same purpose as the
Christmas Seal funds the financing
of the 1920 effort to reduce the number of deuths from tuberculosis in the
United States. Last yenr the disease
The health
claimed ir0,0(0 lives.
bonds can be olitti!ncd from state and
local tuberculosis associations.
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